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UNIT 1 

 
THE ALPHABET 

 
 

A B C D E F 

G H I J K L 

M N O P Q R 

S T U V W  

X Y Z    
 
How do you spell your first name? 
 
N – A – T – A – L – I – E 
 
How do you spell your middle name? 
 
J – O – H – A – N – N – A 
 
How do you spell your last name? 
 
S – I – M – P – S – O – N 
 
What is your full name? 
 
Natalie Johanna Simpson. 
 
What is your nick name? 
 
Natty 
 

THE VOWELS 
 
 

A E I O U 
 

Tail Equal Idea Old University 
Cat Test Individual Boss Ugly 
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THE COLORS 

 
  RED     PINK 
 
  BROWN    BLACK 
 
     Write a color for each sentence: 
  WHITE  My house is     . 
     My car is    . 
     My school is    . 
  PURPLE  The English book is   . 
     My hair is    . 
     My favorite color is   . 
  YELLOW  The USA flag is    
          . 
     My telephone is   . 
  GREEN  My pants are    . 
     My shoes are   . 
     The ocean is    . 
     The sun is    . 
  BLUE   The moon is    . 
 
 
  GRAY     BEIGE 
 

 
  ORANGE 
 
 

DAYS OF THE WEEK 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
 
What day is today? Today is      
What day is tomorrow? Tomorrow is     
What day was yesterday? Yesterday was _______________ 
 
 

MONTHS OF THE YEAR 
 

January February March April May June 
July August September October November December 

 
When is your birthday? My birthday is in     
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GREETINGS 

 
Hi 

Hello 
 
 Good morning.   Good afternoon. 
 Good evening. 
 
 How are you?   How are you doing? 
 How do you do?   How have you been? 
 What’s up? 
 

GOODBYES 
 

Bye. 
Good bye. 
Bye-bye. 

 
 Good night. 
 See you later.   Have a nice day. 
 Take care.    Good luck. 
 So long.    Have a good day. 
 See you 

 
THANKS 

 
 Thank you.    You’re welcome. 
 Thanks.    Anytime. 
 Thanks a lot.   Don’t mention it. 
 I appreciate it.   My pleasure. 
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NUMBERS 

 
ZERO (O)  ONE (1)  TWO (2)  THREE (3) 
FOUR (4)  FIVE (5)  SIX (6)  SEVEN (7) 
EIGHT (8)  NINE (9)  TEN (10) 

 
ELEVEN (11)  TWELVE (12)  THIRTEEN (13) 
FOURTEEN (14)  FIFTEEN (15)  SIXTEEN (16) 
SEVENTEEN (17)  EIGHTEEN (18)  NINETEEN (19) 

 
TWENTY (20)  THIRTY (30)   FORTY (40) 
FIFTY (50)   SIXTY (60)   SEVENTY (70) 
EIGHTY (80)  NINETY (90) 

 
ONE HUNDRED (100) 
ONE THOUSAND (1,000) 
ONE MILLION (1,000,000) 
 

EXAMPLES: 
258,713,694 = Two hundred fifty-eight million seven hundred thirteen thousand six  
   hundred ninety-four. 
 
150 =    One hundred fifty. 
 
987,156 =   Nine hundred eighty-seven thousand one hundred fifty-six. 
 
1,600 =   One thousand six hundred OR sixteen hundred. 
 
35 =    Thirty-five. 
 
7,350 =   Seven thousand three hundred fifty. 
 
500 =    Five hundred. 
 
NOTE: 
 
1,600 =   One thousand six hundred OR sixteen hundred. 
4,500 =   Four thousand five hundred OR forty-five hundred. 
9,800 =   Nine thousand eight hundred OR ninety-eight hundred. 
 
Write the number: 
724:        120:      
1,250:        234,879:     
27:        461:      
7,800:        57:      
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THE TIME 
 
What time is it?  What time do you have? 
Do you have the time? Got the time? 
 
4:00 = It’s four o’clock. 
 
4:15 = It’s four fifteen.  or It’s a quarter past four. 
 
4:30 = It’s four thirty.  or It’s half past four. 
 
4:45 = It’s four forty-five.  or It’s a quarter to five. 
 
 
Write the answers in letters: 
 
What time do you get up? I get up at …         
 
What time do you have lunch? I eat lunch at …         
 
What time is your favorite TV show on?  My favorite TV show is at …   
 
What time is your English class? My English class is at …      
 
 

 
MATHEMATICS 

 
 2 X 2 = 4   4 - 1 = 3 
 (Times)         (Equals) (Minus) 
           (Multiplied by) 
 
 3 + 5 = 8   8 ÷ 2 = 4 
 (Plus) (Divided by) 
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UNIT 2 

 
 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
 
Singular                            I             First person 
Singular                           YOU       Second person 
Singular                           HE          Third person 
Singular                           SHE       Third person 
Singular                           IT           Third person 
Plural                               WE         First person 
Plural                              YOU        Second person 
Plural                              THEY      Third person 
 

 
WH-QUESTIONS 

 
WHAT What color is your house? 
WHERE Where are you from? 
WHO Who is he? 
WHY Why are you here? 
WHEN When is the meeting? 
WHICH Which one is your car? 
HOW How is everyone? 
WHOSE Whose book is this? 
 

 
 

SOME INFINITIVE VERBS 
 

to play   to work  to eat   to drink 
to understand  to see   to write  to read 
to look   to run   to dance  to wait 
to sit    to call   to drive  to cook 
to close   to open  to teach  to study 
to pay   to become  to begin  to come 
to find   to fight  to ride   to pick up 
to rain   to know  to milk   to take 
to leave   to visit   to buy   to stay 
to bring   to travel  to need  to have 
to put   to pack  to worry  to speak 
to try    to talk   to swim  to carry 
to miss   to fall   to grow  to hit 
to meet   to rest   to lose   to sell 
to shut   to steal  to set   to wear 
to use   to start  to help  to go out 

 
 

 
Article A + consonant SOUND 

Article AN + vowel SOUND 
 

a car   an article 
a book   an orange 
a dog   an architect 
a university  an hour 

 
Note: These articles are used only in singular. 
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THE VERB TO BE IN PRESENT TENSE 

 
The verb To Be is the only verb in English which changes its original form when you conjugate it. 
 
 Pronouns Verb To Be  Contractions 
 in present tense 
 I  AM   I’m 
 You  ARE   You’re 
 He  IS   He’s 
 She  IS   She’s 
 It  IS   It’s 
 We  ARE   We’re 
 You  ARE   You’re 
 They  ARE   They’re 
 
To make the negative form of the verb To Be just add NOT after the verb: 
 

 Pronouns Verb To Be  Negative form Contractions 
 in present tense 
 I  AM   NOT   I’m not. 
 You  ARE   NOT   You’re not. 
 He  IS   NOT   He’s not. 
 She  IS   NOT   She’s not. 
 It  IS   NOT   It’s not. 
 We  ARE   NOT   We’re not. 
 You  ARE   NOT   You’re not. 
 They  ARE   NOT   They’re not. 

 
To make a question using the verb To Be, place the verb at the beginning: 
 

 Verb To Be Pronouns 
 in present tense 
 AM   I? 
 ARE   you? 
 IS   he? 
 IS   she? 
 IS   it? 
 ARE   we? 
 ARE   you? 
 ARE   they? 

 
 
Complete the following sentences using AM, IS or ARE. 
 
a- He  a teacher. 
b-   it a pen? 
c- She  a doctor.  
d- It  an eraser. 
e- We  from Uruguay. 
f- I  34 years old.  
g- He   in a factory. 
h- They    next to the piano. 
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i- He    in the hospital. 
j-    my father in Argentina? 
k- We    in a good school. 
l- I    near the park. 
m- It    very big. (not) 
n- Mrs. Smith        in the supermarket. 
o- Where    she now? 
p- Where    they this morning? 
q-   I good at sports? 
r- We  fat. (not) 
s- He    in the sports arena. (not) 
t- Where  Kevin now? 
 
Write the questions for the following answers: 
 
a-         ? Yes, I am the new student. 
b-        ? My full name is Eddie Goldberg. 
c-       ? He is in his English class. 
d-       ? I’m John. 
e-       ? Yes, we’re happy. 
f-       ? No, they aren’t here. 
g-       ? Today is Wednesday. 
 
 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 
 

 
THAT (singular) (far) 
 
* I like that big black ball. 
* That’s my favorite class. 
* I want to paint that wall before it rains. 
* That radio is too loud. 

 
THOSE (plural) (far) 
 
* Those are some pretty shoes. 
* I need to get those papers before the meeting. 
* Those cards are mine. 
* I want to eat those chocolate cookies. 
 

 
THIS (singular) (near) 
 
* This is a beautiful Spring day. 
* We have to move this board before the students 
get here. 
* This printer is fast. 
* Natalie needs this catalog for tomorrow. 
 

 
THESE (plural) (near) 
 
* These are my favorite colors. 
* I want to buy these presents for my kids. 
* Please, Dad let me keep these dogs. 
* These flowers smell really nice. 
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Circle the correct word to complete the sentences. 
 
a- Is (this/these) your book? 
b- She (are/is) at home. 
c- (Those/That) are my glasses. 
d- (We/He) are in English class. 
e- I want (an/a) apple. 
f- They (am/are) here. 
g- The book (is/are) on the table. 
h- My car (is/are) old. 
i- How old (is/are) she? 
j- (This/Those) is the new student. 
k- She’s (an/a) teacher. 
l- I (am/is) from Quito, Ecuador. 
 
WH Questions 
 
Complete using what/where/when/why/who/how. 
 
a-  is your name? 
b-  is your birthday? 
c-  are you today? 
d-  is the tall girl? 
e-  are they from? 
f-  is the door closed? 
g-  is your occupation? 
h-  are the English books? 
i-  are the guys in black? 
j-  is your sister’s full name? 
k-  is the woman in the car? 
l-  is my car? 
m-  time is the game? 
n-  color is the English book? 
o-  is the first class? 
p-  old are you? 
q-  much is the new book? 
r-  is she here? 
 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS 
 

I’m working. 
You’re reading. 
He’s cooking. 
She’s drinking. 
It’s raining. 
We’re playing. 
You’re studying. 
They’re eating. 

I’m not buying. 
You’re not writing. 
He’s not typing. 
She’s not painting. 
It’s not lighting. 
We’re not cleaning. 
You’re not eating. 
They’re not running. 

Am I closing? 
Are you opening? 
Is he swimming? 
Is she selling? 
Is it playing? 
Are we winning? 
Are you listening? 
Are they talking? 

* Action taking place at the time speaking. 
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Complete using the verb To Be and the verb given. Use negative when necessary. 

a- I _______________ (work) at the University. 

b- She ______________ (not-play) volleyball with her friends. 

c- Vanessa and July ______________ (eat) at the new restaurant. 

d- Stella ______________ (make) a new purse. 

e- My mother ______________ (cook) a delicious dinner. 

f- I ______________ (not-watch) my favorite show. 

g- The new students ______________ (pay) attention. 

h- My dogs ______________ (play) in the back yard. 

i- My cat ______________.(not-cry) 

j- The computer ______________ (work) properly. 

k- Alejandro ______________ (sleep) on my bed. 

l- Natalie ______________ (visit) her friends. 

m- My wife and her friend ______________ (talk). 

n- I ______________ (write) a book. 

o- My favorite team ______________ (lose) the game. 

Match columns A and B 
 
A        B
1- What is he reading? 
2- Are Edgar and Edison working? 
3- Is Lorena drinking wine? 
4- Where are you studying? 
5- Are you and your family watching TV? 
6- When is your brother coming home? 

  No, she's drinking beer. 
  I'm studying at a University. 
  He's traveling in November. 
  No. It's lunch time. 
  He's reading a nice book. 
  Yes; we're watching the news. 
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Write the questions for the following answers. 
 

a- __________________________________? I'm working at a hardware store. 

b- __________________________________? Mabel is studying Computer Engineering. 

c- __________________________________? I'm drinking orange juice because it is 

good for me. 

d- __________________________________? My sister is living with me. 

e- __________________________________? Yes; I'm having lunch. 

f- __________________________________? I'm calling from Costa Rica. 

 
According to the picture write what are they doing? 
 

a- He is      in public. 
 

b- They are     in class. 
 

c- My wife and my daughter are     by train. 
 

d- He’s    the piano. 
 

A FRUSTRATED MEETING 
 
* Alex: Hello, (305) 555-1234? 

* Dory: Hello, who is it? 

* Alex: It’s me, Alex. 

* Dory: Oh!  Hello Alex. Why don’t you come and visit us? We can have dinner 

together. 

* Alex: That’s a great idea. When? 

* Dory: How about Monday evening? 

* Alex: No; I can’t visit you on Monday.  I work all day Mondays. 

* Dory: Well, Tuesday then. 

* Alex: No, Tuesday isn’t a good day.  I go to the movies with Wilma every Tuesday. 
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* Dory: How about Wednesday? 

* Alex: Wednesday, Wednesday... No, I can’t see you on Wednesday. I play basketball 

with John and Jenny until 9 PM. 

* Dory: Then, Thursday. 

* Alex: No, I go to the supermarket every Thursday at 4 PM 

* Dory: This Friday evening? 

* Alex: I’m learning how to dance Hip-Hop on Fridays. 

* Dory: Saturday, then? 

* Alex: Well, I stay at home on Saturdays; I don’t go out. 

* Dory: That’s fantastic! Eddy and I will be near your home on Saturday.  Can we drop 

by? 

* Alex: Errr... OK! 

 
They watch TV on Fridays. It’s Friday today. They’re watching TV. 
 
Choose and organize the sentences as the example above: 
 
ð The first sentence tells us what they do and when they do it. They watch TV on Fridays 
ð The second sentence tells us the day.         It’s Friday today 
ð The third sentence tells us what they are doing.        They’re watching TV 
 
A- * It’s Saturday. * They’re playing. * They play soccer. 
 * They play soccer on Saturdays.  * They’re playing soccer now. 
             
              
B- * We’re getting up. * It’s Friday.  * We get up at four. 
 * We get up.  * We get up at seven o’clock every Friday. 
             
              
C- * She drives.  * She is driving to downtown today. 

* It’s Tuesday.  * She’s driving. * She drives to downtown on 
        Tuesdays. 

             
              
D- * Paul watches the ball game on Thursdays * Paul is watching the ball game now. 
 * It’s Thursday evening now.  * He’s watching. * He watches TV 
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UNIT 3 

 
 

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES 
 

My 
Your 
His 
Her 
Its 

Our 
Your 
Their 

 

 
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS 

 
Mine 
Your 
His 

Hers 
Its 

Ours 
Yours 
Theirs 

 
OBJECT PRONOUNS 

 
Me 
You 
Him 
Her 
It 

Us 
You 

Them 

 
EXAMPLES: 
* I have a new gold ring.  * You need four cats. * He wants a pear. 
 That’s my new gold ring. These are your cats. This is his pear. 
 That new gold ring is mine. These cats are yours. This pear is his. 
 Give it to me. I can help you. Call him. 
 
* She likes bikes.   * It’s a nice store.  * We need a truck. 
 Those are her bikes. Its name is Tony’s This is our truck. 
 Those bikes are hers. Visit it. This truck is ours. 
 Watch her. You can ride with us. 
 
* You have many shoes.  * They love pizza. 
 These are your shoes. That’s their pizza. 
 These shoes are yours. That pizza is theirs. 
 I see you. Look at them. 
 
Complete the sentences using possessive, object pronouns or possessive adjectives: 
 

a- Lisa has a beautiful house. I want to see  beautiful house. 
b- My friends study English. These books are  . 
c- The new supermarket is great.  prices are very low. 
d- That’s the folder we’re looking for. The pictures inside are  . 
e- Natalie looks really nice.  new hair style is wonderful. 
f- My book bag is blue. The red one is   . 
g- I love this jacket. It’s been   since I was in high school. 
h- This is   car. We bought it last year. 

 
OTHER 

 
Singular: I want to get another card. 
Plural:  I want to get some other cards. 
Singular: I want to get the other card. 
Plural:  I want to get the other cards. 
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SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE 

 
Auxiliary verb DO/DOES 

 
Interrogative form 

 
 I 
 you 
DO we      work 
 they   
                                     ? 
 he 
DOES she      work 
 it 
 

Affirmative form 
 
I 
You 
We work 
They 
 
He 
She works 
It 
Note: In affirmative you add S to the 
verb in third person singular: He, She, 
and It. 

Negative form 
 
I 
You 
We DON’T work 
They 
 
He 
She DOESN’T work 
It 
 

* Recurring action.    * General fact or truth. 
 

SUMMER VACATION 
 
 
 
Ann:  We’re going on vacation, aren’t we Tony? 
Tony:  Yes, we are. We need to get everything ready. 
Ann:  Do we need a lot of cash? 
Tony:  No, we don’t. We need to take our credit cards. 
Ann:  Do we need any towels? 
Tony:  Yes; put some in the suitcase for the beach. 
Ann:  What else do we need? 
Tony:  We need some suntan lotion. There is some over there. Let’s pack it. 
Ann:  What about some books? 
Tony: No, I’d rather read some magazines.  What about the kids?  Does Susan want to 

take any of her dolls? 
Ann:  No; she doesn’t want them. 
Tony:  Does Eric want his volleyball? 
Ann:  Yes, he does. 
Tony:  Well, is that all? Can I close the suitcases? 
Ann:  Sure. 
Tony:  Ann, do you have the tickets? 
Ann:  No, I don’t. 
Ann:  Oh no! I packed the tickets in the suitcase! 
Tony:  Don’t worry. We’ll open the suitcase and get them out. 
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Complete the sentence using DOESN’T or DON’T. 
 
 Sue  like fish. 
 Sue doesn’t like fish. 
 
a) Sue and Linda     live in Spain. 
b) Sue’s brother     work in London. 
c) Linda’s friends    eat octopus. 
d) You    study Chinese, Sue! 
e) We    study Portuguese, says Linda. 
f) Tom    like English. 
 
Complete the questions. Use DOES...? or DO...?.  Then write the answers. 
 
    Linda’s friends eat octopus? 
 Q.: Do Linda’s friends eat octopus? 
 A.: No, they don’t. 
 
a)     Sue like pizza? A.:       . 
b)     Linda and Sue study French? A.:      . 
c)     Sue study English? A.:        
d)     Jenny’s brother work in Germany? A.:    . 
e)     Jennifer and Vicky live in England? A.:    . 
f)     Tom like algebra? A.:       . 
 
Isabel asks you six questions.  Write her questions and then give true answers. 
 
    you eat chicken? 
 Q.: Do you eat chicken? 
 A.: Yes, I do.  or  No, I don’t. 
 
a)    you like hamburgers? A.:     . 
b)    your English teacher like pizza? A.:    . 
c)    you and your family live in Florida? A.:   . 
d)    your Biology teacher work in Italy? A.:   . 
e)    you like soccer? A.:      . 
f)    your mother like pop music? A.:    . 
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COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS WITH DO or DOES. 

1- __________ you eat lunch at University? 
2- __________ they work here? 
3- __________ she drive to school? 
4- __________ we have English class? 
5- __________ he need a pencil? 
6- __________ your parents live near the University? 
7- __________ your friend write poems in English? 
8- __________ you and your family watch T.V. in the evenings? 
9- __________ Erick exercise in the University on weekends? 
10-  __________ it rain a lot in this city? 
11-  __________ your teacher wear glasses? 
12-  __________ the cafeterias open on Saturdays? 
13-  __________ the classroom have air conditioning? 
14-  __________ your wife study medicine? 
15-  __________ the bathrooms have showers? 
16-  __________ the students go to the computer lab? 
17-  __________ all the students have class at the same time? 

 
COMPLETE THESE WH QUESTIONS USING DO or DOES. 
 

1- What __________ you study? I study Journalism. 
2- What __________ your sister Mary do? She studies Industrial Engineering. 
3- Where __________ you live? I live near the University. 
4- How well __________ you speak English? Pretty well. 
5- When __________ Nathalie practice her guitar? She practices after classes. 
6- Why __________ they stop at the door? They have to show their IDs. 
7- What __________ he teach? He teaches English. 
8- Where __________ the new girl eat? She eats in the cafeteria. 
9- What color __________ they want on the walls? They'd like sky blue. 
10-  Where __________ the interviews take place? They are done in the conference room. 
11-  What __________ you like to eat before class? I really like pizza. 
12-  When __________ Susan have her Math class? She has Math class on Wednesdays. 
13-  Why __________ you like medicine? I love helping people. 
14-  How __________ Steve go to work? He drives his car. 
15-  Where __________ the children study? They go to North Valley Elementary. 
16-  How __________ you like the weather in Boston? I think it's a little cold. 
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UNIT 4 

 
 
THERE IS (singular) 
 
*There’s an extra seat in the back of the room. 
* Stella said, “There isn’t room for you in the car.” 
* Is there a good restaurant near here? 
* There’s a big shopping mall in this city. 
* The door man told me there isn’t a fee to get in. 
* Is there a game in the stadium? 
* There’s a new tiger in the zoo.  It’s from Africa. 
* There isn’t time to waste. 
* Is there a pay phone around here? 

 
THERE ARE (plural) 
 
* There are seven cans of beer in the refrigerator. 
* I think, there aren’t any plates left on the table. 
* Are there any good TV shows tonight? 
* There are several clues about the murder. 
* There aren’t many women at the baseball game. 
* Are there two or three girls on the team? 
* There aren’t any more holes in the ceiling. 
* There aren’t any restrictions for kids in this show. 
* Are there any more candies? 
 

 
Prepositions of place 
under                                                       in                                                         on 
behind                                                     in front of                                             next to 
above                                                      between                                              across from 
near/close to 

 
Complete the following sentences using THERE IS or THERE ARE and circling the 
correct preposition. 
a-     a nice car (in front of/under) my house. 
b-   an orange (in/between) the refrigerator. 
c-    some papers (between/under) the printer. 
d-    two restaurants (behind/in) my house. 
e-    a beautiful river (under/above) the bridge. 
f-    five banks (near/between) Lina’s house. 
g-   a big university (across from/above) the shopping mall. 
h-   an apple (on/in) the table. 
i-   some water (in/on) the bottle. 
j-   two keys (between/under) the briefcase. 
k-   an airplane (above/under) the building. 
 
 
Answer the question using YOUR OWN information: 
 
a- Are there any restaurants near your house?        
b- Is there a TV in your bedroom?         
c- Are there any children in your house?         
d- Are there any movie theaters in the mall?        
e- Is there a cafeteria at the university?         
f- Is there a swimming pool in your garden?        
g- Is there a sunroof in your car?          
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ADJECTIVES 

 
 

ADJECTIVE 
 
big 
small 
strong 
happy 
easy 
beautiful 
intelligent 
expensive 
difficult 
 
good 
bad 

 
COMPARATIVE 

 
bigger 
smaller 
stronger 
happier 
easier 
more beautiful 
more intelligent 
more expensive 
more difficult 
 
better 
worse 

 
SUPERLATIVE 

 
the biggest 
the smallest 
the strongest 
the happiest 
the easiest 
the most beautiful 
the most intelligent 
the most expensive 
the most difficult 
 
the best 
the worst 

 
* Add ER (comparative) or EST (superlative) to one syllable adjectives. 
  
* More than one syllable adjectives ending in Y follow the same rule as one syllable 
adjectives. 
 
* Add MORE (comparative) or MOST (superlative) to adjectives with more than one syllable. 
 
* Irregulars: Good – Bad – Far… 
 
COMPARE ANIMALS: 
 
a- Horse – Donkey (fast) 
* A horse is faster than a donkey         
b- Snake – Crocodile (long) 
*               
c- Gorilla – Monkey (strong) 
*               
d- Giraffe – Bear (tall) 
*               
e- Turtle – Rabbit (slow) 
*               
f- Elephant – Sheep (fat) 
*               
g- Butterfly - Fly (pretty) 
*               
h- Dog- Cat (fast) 
*              
i- Ant- Mosquito (small) 
*              
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Complete the following chart with the correct form of the adjective: 
 

 
ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 
 
nice   nicer     the nicest 
expensive  more expensive   the most expensive 
    worse        
         the best 
dark           
         the most popular 
         the wildest 
tiny           
    smarter       
    younger       
dangerous          
         the most modern 
boring           
exciting           
    hotter        
large           
flat            
         the coldest 
interesting          

 
 

Write the correct form of the adjective. 
 
a- My new apartment is  than my old one. (big) 
b- Martha has   hair than Karla. (long) 
c- The Amazon River is the    river in the world (long) 
d- English is   than German. (easy) 
e- Phoenix is the   city in the USA. (hot) 
f- The   city in the USA is Fairbanks. (cold) 
g- That’s the   book in the library. (good) 
h-This is the   month of the year. (bad) 
i- That girl is    than the other one. (interesting) 
j- The    class is English. (exciting) 
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BODY PARTS 

 
 
THE FACE 
 
1. eye 
2. nose 
3. ear 
4. mouth 
5. cheek 
6. chin 
7. lip 
8. temple 
9. tongue 
10. tooth (teeth) 
11. eyeball 
12. eyebrow 
13. eyelid 
14. eyelashes 

      15.pupil 
      16.iris 

 
THE BODY 
 
1. hair  14. wrist 
2. head  15. hand 
3. neck  16. fingers 
4. throat  17. fingernail 
5. shoulder 18. leg 
6. chest  19. thigh 
7. back  20. knee 
8. waist  21. calf 
9. stomach 22. ankle 
10. buttocks 23. foot (feet) 
11. armpit  24. heel 
12. arm  25. toe 
13. elbow  26. toenail 

 

 
Write some body parts in the picture. 
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OPPOSITES 

 
 good � bad high � low 
 white � black happy � sad 
 tall � short near � far 
 ugly � pretty big � small 
 dark � light late � early 
 fast � slow young � old 
 open � closed old � new 
 full � empty in � out 
 strong � weak heavy � light 
 fat � thin hard � soft 
 narrow � wide above � under 

   difficult �    easy                                 clean         �           dirty 
 

 
Complete the following sentences using the adjectives above: 
 

a-  That man is very    ; he weighs 250 pounds. 
b-  You have only one     shirt; all the others are dirty. 
c-  My family and I live in a very    house; it has five bedrooms. 
d-  The box is    ; there isn’t room for any more papers. 
e-  Most of the basketball players are    . 
f-  Fittipaldi had to drive very    . 
g-  Guadalupe is    ; she’s only one year old. 

 
Vanessa lives in small town in the hills. In the summer, 
it’s sunny but cool. She wears shorts, t-shirts, and sneakers. 
In the winter, it’s cold and snowy. She wears a coat, boots, a hat, 
and gloves. Her mother always drives her to school. 
 
1) a. It’s summer.  What’s the weather like in Vanessa’s town? 
              
 b. What’s the weather like in your town in the summer? 
              
2) a. What does Vanessa wear in the summer? 
              
 b. What do you wear in the summer? 
              
3) a. It’s winter.  What’s the weather like in Vanessa’s town? 
              

 b. What’s the weather like in your town in the winter? 
              
4) a. What does Vanessa wear in the winter? 
              
 b. What do you wear in the winter? 
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UNIT 5 

 
THE VERB TO BE IN PAST TENSE 

 
I was 
You were 
He was 
She was 
It was 
We were 
You were 
They were 

I was not - I wasn’t. 
You were not - You weren’t. 
He was not - He wasn’t. 
She was not - She wasn’t. 
It was not - It wasn’t. 
We were not - We weren’t. 
You were not - You weren’t. 
They were not - They weren’t. 

Was I? 
Were you? 
Was he? 
Was she? 
Was it? 
Were we? 
Were you? 
Were they? 

 
EXAMPLES: 
 
I was here all day yesterday.   I wasn’t fat before. 
You were in the gym last Sunday.  You weren’t in the office last week. 
He was with his friend all day.   He wasn’t home last week. 
She was in English class last year.  She wasn’t ready for the game. 
It was a good day today.    The exam wasn’t hard. 
We were really happy with the new dog.  We weren’t in that picture. 
You were at the bus station last week.  You weren’t in the restaurant’s opening. 
They were in the building 5 days ago.  They weren’t happy. 
 
Was I on the same baseball team last season? 
Were you at the party? 
Was he overweight? 
Was she a pretty girl? 
Was it open? 
Were we in the new bar last night? 
Were you next to the door? 
Were they at church last Sunday? 
 
Complete the sentences using was or were. Use negative when necessary. 
 
a-   the meal ok? 
b- They  (not) at the family 
reunion. 
c- My friend Jenny  in Cartagena 
last vacation. 
d- The car  (not) ready. 
e- My father and I  in the 
mountains last month. 

f- I  (not) in class today. 
g-   they at the beach last 
Saturday? 
h- My class  very nice. 
i- John and I  at the car show last 
Monday. 
j- The cell phone  on the desk. 
k- The books  in the bag. 
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Choose the correct answer from column B for the questions in column A. 
 
A                  B
1- Where were you born?       She was born in 1998. 
2- What was the book about?      It was about children. 
3- When was Jenny born?       I was born in Mexico. 
4- How was the weather yesterday?     It was last Thursday at 3. 
5- How old were you when you started    It was delicious.           
    university? 
6- When was the meeting?      Yes, she was. 
7- What were the winning numbers?      3, 5 and 8. 
8- Were you and your family in the party?   Yes, we were. 
9- Was the new student at the game?     It was cloudy and windy. 
10- How was the meal?      I was 18 years old. 
 
 
Fill in the gaps using WAS or WERE. Use the negative form (-) when needed. 
 

1- I __________ at home yesterday. 
2- They __________ in Las Vegas all weekend. 
3-  __________ your cousin at the graduation ceremony? 
4-  How __________ your day? 
5- Sandra and Lauren __________ in Miami. 
6- Where __________ you born? 
7- My father and I __________ at the beach last Sunday. 
8- She __________ (-) home last Friday. 
9- When __________ they born? 
10-  We __________ (-) in the last meeting. 
11-  The book __________ amazing! 
12-  I __________ (-) happy. 
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PAST CONTINUOUS 

 
I was drinking. 
You were listening. 
He was reading. 
She was sleeping. 
It was barking. 
We were cleaning. 
You were dancing. 
They were watching. 

I wasn’t looking. 
You weren’t calling. 
He wasn’t dreaming. 
She wasn’t washing. 
It wasn’t flying. 
We weren’t driving. 
You weren’t getting up. 
They weren’t leaving. 

Was I rushing? 
Were you stopping? 
Was he watching? 
Was she diving? 
Was it running? 
Were we waiting? 
Were you waking up? 
Were they practicing? 

* A continuous action in the past along with a completed action.  
* Two or more continuous actions in the past. 
 
a- Was she eating out a lot last year? 
b- They were dancing at the party when their boyfriends arrived. 
c- Kevin and Darcy were waiting for you all night. Where were you? 
d- I was getting on the bus when the accident happened. 
e- My mother and I were visiting the mountains last month, until it got too cold. 
f- The machine was working all right last month. 
g- Was he exercising at the gym last night? 
h- Mrs. Gordon was buying groceries at the supermarket. 
i- Natalie was asking her father about the homework. 
j- The car wasn’t running well, until the mechanic repaired. 
k- The girls were speaking Spanish when the English teacher heard them. 
 

OUR WEEKEND 
 
Jenny:  Hi, Sofia! 
Sofia:  Hi, Jenny!  How was your weekend? 
Jenny:  It was great! 

I was out of town with my relatives. We did a lot of things. How about you? 
Sofia: Oh, I was at home all weekend. I was studying English. I have a test next 

Tuesday. 
Jenny:  Really?  I was swimming with my cousin. He’s really nice. 
Sofia:  Were you surfing, too? 
Jenny:  No, we weren’t surfing, but we were playing volleyball. 
Sofia:  Well it wasn’t so bad to stay home. I watched some very good movies. 
Jenny:  Were you all by yourself? 
Sofia: No, I wasn’t.  I was with my little sister. She’s 10 years old but she’s fun to be 

with. 
Jenny:  That’s nice. I like to stay with my little brother, too. 
Sofia:  O.K. Jenny. I have to go.  I have to study some more for my test. 
Jenny:  Good bye. Take care. 
Sofia:  Bye. 
 
What’s the conversation about? 
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Complete the gaps using the past continuous form of the verb given. Use negative 
when necessary. 
 

a- Alex _______________ (try) to open the tuna can. 

b- John and George _______________ (not-play) pool. 

c- The computer _______________ (process) the information. 

d- My cat _______________ (eat) its food. 

e-  _______________ Robin _______________ (call) his friend? 

f- I _______________ (work) on the new document. 

g-  _______________ your parents _______________ (travel) last month? 

h- We _______________ (not-cook) last weekend. 

i- The professor _______________ (write) an article. 

j- Mariana _______________ (work out) at the new gym. 

k- The dog _______________ (drink) water from the pool. 

l-  _______________ your neighbor _______________ (have) a party last night? 

m- When _______________ they _______________ (sell) these books? 

n- How _______________ he _______________ (behave)? 
 
Write the questions for the following answers. 
 

a- _____________________________________________? We were drinking beer. 

b-  _____________________________________________? Yes, I was sleeping all 

afternoon. 

c-  _____________________________________________? My Uncle was eating hot 

dogs. 

d-  _____________________________________________? No. They weren’t traveling 

by bus. 
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UNIT 6 

 
 
THERE WAS (singular) 
 
* There was a party last night at my friend’s house. 
* Was there a fight on TV yesterday? 
* There wasn’t a lady in the house. 
* I know there was a secret meeting in that room. 
* Why was there a cat under your bed? 
* She thought there wasn’t a good team to continue 
  with the project. 
* There was a smart boy in class. 
* Was there a man in the ladies’ restroom? 
* There wasn’t anything to drink on the table. 
 

 
THERE WERE (plural) 
 
* There were a lot of complaints about the rain. 
* Carl said: “There weren’t any problems with the 
  power system.” 
* Why were there only four students in class? 
* They know there were at least two winners. 
* There weren’t any good competitors this season. 
* Were there any good reasons for your behavior? 
* There were three wonderful presentations tonight. 
* There weren’t five seats; there were only three. 
* Were there any big sales during opening day? 
 

 
 
REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS 

 
Myself I finished the job myself. 
Yourself You must do it yourself. 
Himself He wants to go by himself. 
Herself She’s going to paint it herself. 
Itself The computer will start by itself. 
Ourselves We heard ourselves on the radio. 
Yourselves You have to pay yourselves. 
Themselves They’re traveling by themselves. 
 

 
Complete the following sentences using THERE WAS or THERE WERE. 
 

a-     a party at school last week. 
b-   3 cars parked on the corner. 
c-    some papers next to the printer. 
d-    two new students in class today. 
e-    a problem with the car key. 
f-    six stores in the shopping center. 
g-   a big university on this corner 10 years ago. 
h-   some pineapples in the refrigerator. 
i-   some cold water in the jar. 
j-   two keys in the briefcase. 

 
Answer the questions using your own information. 
 
a- Was there a piano class yesterday?         
b- Was there any rain last week?          
c- Were there 2 English classes last month?        
d- Was there a soccer game on TV last Sunday?       
e- Were there any exams last class?         
f- Was there a conference this morning?         
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FAMILY TREE 

 
Grandmother Grandfather Grandparents 

Mother Father Parents 
Daughter Son Children 

Sister Brother Siblings 
 

Aunt Uncle 
Cousin 

Niece Nephew 
 

IN-LAWS 
Mother-in-law Father-in-law 

Daughter-in-law Son-in-law 
Sister-in-law Brother-in-law 

 
STEP FAMILY 

Step-mother Step-father 
Step-daughter Step-son 

Step-sister Step-brother 
 
Rewrite these sentences. 

 
a- Sandra is Alex’ wife.   Alex is Sandra’s husband.  (husband) 
b- Charlie is Rosa’s brother.  Rosa is    (sister) 
c- My wife’s father is a Professor.       (father-in-law) 
d- John is Vera’s nephew.        (aunt) 
e- Monica is Susan’s mother in law.      (daughter-in-law) 
f- We have one child.        (a son) 
g- Lisa is Tom’s step sister.       (step brother) 
 

ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY 
 
* The adverb of frequency is used after the subject.   *sometimes can be used after or before.  
 

 
Always 
Almost always 
Usually 
Often 
Sometimes 
 
Seldom 
Hardly ever 
Almost never 
Never 

 
I always drink coffee for breakfast. 
She almost always works at night. 
We usually play tennis on weekends. 
He often studies the guitar. 
Sometimes they listen to rock. 
They sometimes listen to rock. 
It seldom rains on the coast. 
You hardly ever call me. 
I almost never go to the movies. 
She never watches sport on T.V. 
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Organize these words to make a sentence: 
 
a- sometimes/late/to/she/arrives/class 
             
b- children/the/school/always/go/to 
        
c- do/usually/what/does/weekends/Joan/on/? 
        
d- go/never/to/river/the/Saturdays/on/Ken and Cindy 
        
e- hardly/go/ever/gym/the/they/to 
        
f- study/Mary and Luis/together/often 
        
g- James/eats/almost/cereal/breakfast/always/for 
        
 

 
 
Answer the following questions. 
 
a- How often do you go to the movies? 
        
b- Do you go to the gym? 
        
c- How often do you exercise? 
        
d- What do you usually do on weekends? 
        
e- How much time do you spend watching TV during the week? 
        
f- Do you ever stay up all night? 
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UNIT 7 
 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE Auxiliary verb DID 
* Completed action in the past. 

 
Regular verbs: these are the verbs to which you have to add -ED or sometimes only -D 
when they are used in the Simple Past tense. 
 
EXAMPLES: 
 

 
Base form Simple Past 
 
play   played 
work   worked 
dance   danced 
visit   visited 
change   changed 
use   used 
ask   asked 
stay   stayed 
rain   rained 
 call  called 

 
 

Irregular verbs: these are the verbs that sometimes change when are used in the Simple 
Past but sometimes they stay the same.  (Note: there are no specific rules to identify an irregular 
verb.) 
 
EXAMPLES: 

 

 
 

 
Base form Simple Past 

 
eat    ate 
drink   drank 
drive   drove 
run    ran 
read   read 
cut    cut 
sleep   slept 
write   wrote 
swim   swam 
see   saw 

 

Time expressions: 
 

Yesterday 
Last night 

This morning 
Last week 
Last year 

Last month 
Two months ago 
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INTERROGATIVE 

 
I paint 

 you study 
 he drink 

DID she type  ? 
 it jump 
 we listen 
 you cry 

 they clean 

AFFIRMATIVE 
 
I  painted 
you  studied 
he  drank 
she  typed 
it  jumped 
we  listened 
you  cried 
they cleaned 

 

NEGATIVE 
 
I     paint. 
You     study. 
He     drink. 
She        DIDN’T        type. 
It     jump. 
We     listen. 
You     cry. 
They    clean. 

 
 

EATING OUT 
 

Sammy: We went to a really nice restaurant last night. 
Mabel:  Did you?  Where did you go? 
Sammy: We went to the Italian restaurant near the beach. 
Mabel:  Was it good?  Did you have a good meal? 
Sammy: I liked it, but Tiffany didn’t. 
Mabel:  What did you have? 
Sammy: Well, the menu was in Italian and the server didn’t speak English. 
Mabel:  So, what did you do? 
Sammy: Oh, we chose two dishes from the menu. 
Mabel:  And what did the server bring you? 
Sammy: She brought me some pasta. It was very good. 
Mabel:  What about Tiffany?  What did she eat? 
Sammy: She ate fish, but she didn’t like it much. 
Mabel:  Did you drink anything? 
Sammy: Yes, we did. We drank a very good Italian wine. 
Mabel:  Did they play any music there? 
Sammy: They were playing jazz. It was wonderful. 
Mabel:  And did you dance? 
Sammy: No, we didn’t. We just listened. 
Mabel:  And was the restaurant expensive? 
Sammy: Not really. The menu was in Italian but the bill was in English. 
 

Did you like it?    Did he eat lamb? 
Yes, I did.    No, he didn’t. 
Yes, I liked it.    No, he didn’t eat lamb. 
 
Did Tiffany like it?    Did it rain last night? 
No, she didn’t.    Yes, it did. 
No, she didn’t like it.    Yes, it rained last night. 
 
Did they understand the menu? 
Yes, they did. 
Yes, they understood the menu. 
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Answer the following questions in the positive form or in the negative form (long 
answers): 
 
a- Did you drink any wine last night? 
              
b- Did you like the party last week? 
              
c- Did Jessica have lunch yesterday? 
              
d- Did they drive the truck on Sunday? 
              
e- Did the football player score a goal? 
              
f- Did she understand the lesson? 
              
g- Did Victor sleep at home last night? 
              
h- Did you cook dinner last week? 
              
i- Did you buy a new sound system? 
              
 
There are mistakes in the following sentences. First read the sentences, underline 
the mistakes, and then write the correct sentence: 
 
EXAMPLE: The electric light bulb didn’t existed 500 years ago (1). 
   The electric light bulb DIDN’T EXIST 500 years ago. 
 
1- Today we transported ourselves in cars.  In the past, people use wheel barrows and 
horses (2). 
              
2- In the past there are lamps and candles.  Today we had electric light bulbs (2). 
              
3- My parents listen to the Beatles when they are 20 years old. Today, we listened to rap 
music (3). 
              
4- Today, we find information on the Internet.  In the past, people didn’t had Internet. They 
 find information in books (2). 
              
5- Yesterday, I getted up at 5:30 a.m. Then I go to school at 6:30 a.m. (2). 
              
6- Last night, I eated dinner and then I readed a short story in my bed (2). 
              
7- My grandparents not had color television when they was 20 years old (2). 
              
 
* The number of mistakes is given in parenthesis at the end of each sentence. 
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COMPLETE THE GAPS WITH THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERB. 
 

1- I ____________ (work) last night. 
2- My friends ____________ (go) to a new restaurant yesterday. 
3- Did you ____________ (drink) coffee this morning? 
4- What did your son ____________ (buy) for the party? 
5- I didn't ____________ (study) for the quiz. 
6- My new neighbor ____________ (help) me paint the fence last weekend. 
7- John didn't ____________ (call) last week. 
8- They ____________ (think) we were home when they arrived. 
9- Where did she ____________ (find) her purse? 
10-  Did he ____________ (open) the door? 
11-  My parents didn't ____________ (travel) to Europe last month. 
12-  I ____________ (use) to play basketball. 
13-  My uncle ____________ (see) the new secretary 2 days ago. 
14-  I ____________ (be) really sad yesterday. 
15-  The book didn't ____________ (have) the last pages. 
16-  We ____________ (drink) some beers at the party last night. 
17-  Everyone ____________ (understand) the English class last Friday. 
18-  Did the car ____________ (stop) running? 
19-  How did you ____________ (learn) Spanish? 
20-  Why didn't you ____________ (tell) the truth? 
21-  Catty and Peter didn't ____________ (speak) at the conference. 
22-  The computer ____________ (print) the paper too dark last night. 
23-  The dog ____________ (run) around the house all night. 
24-  Miguel ____________ (write) a nice letter to his mother last Christmas. 
25-  My parents-in-law ____________ (bring) me a chocolate cake last week. 
26-  What did you ____________ (say) during the game? 
27-  I didn't ____________ (clean) the room. 
28-  The reporter ____________ (ask) the president about the new taxes. 
29-  We ____________ (read) the teacher's book last semester. 
30-  When did the team ____________ (arrive)? 

 
Choose the correct answer. 
 

1. Did they eat lunch yesterday? 
a) Yes, they ate at school. 
b) Yes, they eat lunch. 
c) No, They did. 
d) Yes, they didn't. 

 
2. What time did you wake up this morning? 

a) I wake up at seven in the morning. 
b) No, I didn't. 
c) I woke up at five in the morning. 
d) We drank chocolate. 
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3. Did your sister call you last weekend? 

a) Yes, I did. 
b) Yes, they called me in the morning. 
c) Yes, he did. 
d) Yes, she called me and we talked for two hours. 

 
4. Where did the accident happen? 

a) It did happen at home. 
b) It happened at home. 
c) It happen at home. 
d) It's at home. 

 
5. Did your brother travel last month? 

a) Yes, he went to Belize. 
b) Yes, she traveled to Panama. 
c) No, he doesn't. 
d) No, he didn't call. 

 
6. When did you arrive? 

a) I did arrive last Saturday. 
b) He arrived last week. 
c) We arrived last Sunday. 
d) We did arrive last Monday. 

 
7. How did they play? 

a) Tom and Ruben played very well. 
b) Tom and I played really good. 
c) We played OK. 
d) We did play well. 

 
8. Did the cats drink all the milk? 

a) Yes, he did. 
b) Yes, they did. 
c) Yes, it did. 
d) Yes, she did. 
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UNIT 8 

 
Read and complete with the verbs given. 
 

A BRAVE TEENAGER 

 
 
On Christmas Eve 1995 Mrs. White __________ (leave) Chile with her daughter Susan 
White, a 16-year-old.  They __________ (be) on their way to Brazil, another country in 
South America, to spend Christmas with Susan’s father.  Thirty-five minutes later the plane 
__________ (get) up into a storm, and Susan __________ (fall) 2,500 meters strapped in 
her seat.  She was not killed when the airplane __________ (hit) the ground (perhaps 
because trees broke her fall), but she __________ (be) unconscious all night.  The next 
morning Susan __________ (look) for pieces of the plane. She __________ (call) for her 
mother.  But no one answered. She __________ (find) nothing except a small paper bag 
of candies. Susan’s collar bone was broken, one knee was badly hurt and she had deep 
cuts on her arms and legs.  She didn’t have shoes on. Her glasses were broken so she 
could not __________ (see) snakes or spiders. She was wearing only a very short dress, 
which was badly torn.  But she decided to try to __________ (get) out of the jungle, because 
she __________ (know) that if she stayed there she would die.  So Susan __________ 
(start) walking.  She didn’t __________ (have) anything to eat and as the days went by 
she got weaker and weaker.  She was also in bad trouble from insect bites. She 
__________ (hear) helicopters, but could not __________ (see) them above the trees, and 
of course they could not see her.  One day she __________ (find) four seats and 
__________ (see) that they had dead bodies in them, but she didn’t recognize the people. 
After five days she __________ (come) to a river.  She saw caimans and piranhas, but she 
__________ (know) that they don’t usually attack people.  So Susan walked and 
__________ (swim) down the river for another five days.  At last she ________ (arrive) to 
a hut.  Nobody was there, but the next morning four men arrived. They __________ (take) 
her to a doctor in the next village.  Susan __________ (learn) afterwards that there were 
at least four other people who weren’t killed in the crash.  She was the only one who 
__________ (get) out of the jungle.  It took her 8 days. 
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Change the following statements to negative: 
 

1. He spoke to me about it yesterday.         
2. They came to class on time.          
3. We ate dinner at home.           
4. I bought all my clothes in the mall.         
5. The girl drank all the juice.           
6. You wanted to learn English.          
7. She read the magazine last night.         
8. I had many friends in the class.          
9. We got up early this morning.          
10. They asked me several questions about you.        
11. He learned many new things yesterday.         
12. I wrote a letter to my brother.          
13. He got very sick during the game.         
14. The truck stopped on the corner.          
15. He put all the papers inside the car.         
 

 
 

Change the following statements to interrogative: 
 

1. He waited for us in the cafeteria.          
2. I wrote her two letters.           
3. They wanted to go with us.          
4. He knew me very well.           
5. She read about the accident last week.         
6. We talked for a long time.           
7. You bought a new sport car.          
8. The concert ended at ten o’clock.         
9. She arrived at seven in the morning.         
10. It rained really hard last night.          
11. We lived near here.            
12. She slept on the chair.           
13. They put on their coats.           
14. I got up early yesterday.           
15. She spoke to the manager.          
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USED TO 
 

a- Used to can refer to actions, habits, routines, customs that were done in the past, but 
are no longer done. 
 
* We USED TO play cards every Friday night. Now we play chess. 
* I USED TO work for a company. Now I have my own business. 
* Betty USED TO be ugly. Now she looks really nice. 
 
b- Used to can refer to how something works. Usually in the present. 
 
* Cranes are USED TO move huge things. 
* Computers are USED TO save information. 
* Sunglasses are USED TO protect the eyes from sun’s ultraviolet rays. 
 

Write 3 sentences about something you used to do when you were a child and 2 about 
how you used to be. 
 

 a)             
 b)             
 c)             
 d)             
 e)             
 

Write 5 sentences using used to to describe how something works. 
 a)             
 b)             
 c)             
 d)             
 e)             
 

Answer the following questions: 
 
a- What did you use to play when you were a child? 
              
b- Where did you use to go on vacation when you were a child? 
              
c- What class did you use to like when you were in high school? 
              
d- What did you use to eat at school? 
              
e- Who did you use to talk to the most in your family? 
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PUNCTUATION 
 
Punctuation marks are used to help clarify the structure and meaning of sentences. 
 
a- AMPERSAND: & - represents the word and. 

*James & James Marketing, Inc. 
b- APOSTROPHE: ‘ - is used to indicate the possessive case of nouns and indefinite pronouns. 

* didn’t  * class of ‘88   * 90’s 
c- BRACKETS: [   ] - enclose material inserted into a text. 

* This was the first time since it became law that the Twenty-first Amendment [outlining 
procedures for a replacement of a dead or incapacitated President or vice President] had 
been invoked. 

d- COLON: : - serves as a mark of introduction. 
* For example:  * There were 3 players: Jordan, Johnson and Barkley 

e- COMMA: , - is the most frequently used punctuation mark in English. 
* One day you are a successful corporate lawyer, on the next day you are out of work. 

f- DASH: — — - can function like a comma, a colon, or a pair of parentheses. 
* In 1996, they asked for — and received — substantial grants from the federal government. 

g- ELLIPSIS POINTS: ... - other names are ellipses, points of ellipsis, and suspension points. 
* etc...  * They thought nothing could go wrong... but it did. 

h- EXCLAMATION POINT: ! - to mark a forceful comment. 
* You did what!?  * “Absolutely not! 

i- HYPHEN: - - used to link elements in compound words. 
* p-r-o-b-a-t-i-o-n  * anti-   

j- PARENTHESES: ( ) - used to enclose supplementary elements that are inserted into a 
main statement but are not intended to be part of the statement. 

* Nominations for the association’s principal officers (president, vice president, treasurer, 
and secretary) were heard and approved today. 

k- PERIOD: . - ends a sentence that is neither interrogative nor exclamatory. 
* Write the letter.  * I took a good look at her. 

l- QUESTION MARK: ? - terminates a direct question or an interrogative element.  English 
language uses only one. 

* What went wrong?  * Where is she? Why? 
m- QUOTATION MARKS: “......” - enclose quoted matter in regular text, enclose translation 
of words, or enclose single letters within sentences. 

* She said, “I am leaving for Canada on Tuesday.” 
n- SEMICOLON: ; - marks the end of a complete clause. 

* Some people are natural leaders in their willingness to accept responsibility and delegate 
authority with intelligence; others do not measure up. 

o- SLASH: / - used to represent a word that is not written out, or to separate or set off certain 
adjacent elements of text. 

* To accommodate his/her functions within the company.  * 7 ft./sec. 
 

Other common punctuation marks, like the ones found in your computer keyboard are: 
@ means at   # means number  + means plus 
$ means currency  % means percent  means greater than > 
     less than < 
* means asterisk  = means equals 
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VERBS IN INFINITIVE AND PAST TENSE 

 
to bend   bent   to bleed  bled 
to broadcast  broadcasted  to die   died 
to draw   drew   to fall   fell 
to forbid   forbade  to foresee  foresaw 
to forgive   forgave  to grind  ground 
to hide   hid   to hurt   hurt 
to kneel   knelt   to leave  left 
to let   let   to mean  meant 
to mislead   misled   to misunderstand misunderstood 
to overcome  overcame  to ring   rang 
to sew   sewed   to set   set 
to shake   shook   to shine  shone 
to shoot   shot   to shut  shut 
to slide   slid   to speed  sped 
to spend   spent   to speak  spoke 
to split   split   to spread  spread 
to stick   stuck   to swear  swore 
to sweep   swept   to swing  swung 
to throw   threw   to undo  undid 

 
 
Write the questions for the following answers. 
 
a-          ? 

Yes, we ate dinner at a restaurant last night. 

b-          ? 

I went to a restaurant last Saturday night. 

c-         ? 

No, Kathy and Lisa didn’t eat much last night. 

d-         ? 

Yes, I used to eat a lot at restaurants when I was younger. 

e-         ? 

My family and I used to go to restaurants around the city. 

f-         ? 

Yes, she spent a lot taking her parents out to eat last night. 

g-         ? 

No, I misunderstood the Japanese menu. 
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UNIT 9 

 
SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE 

 
AFFIRMATIVE 

 
I      get up. 
You      jump. 
He      drink. 
She WILL     call. 
It      print. 
We      talk. 
You      print. 
They      paint 

NEGATIVE 
 
I          swing. 
You          draw. 
He         sew. 
She WON’T        study. 
It         climb. 
We         watch. 
You         help. 
They         reach 

INTERROGATIVE 
 

  I clean 
  you stay 
  he swim 
WILL she believe ? 
  it wear 
  we describe 
  you paint 

  they hold 
 

Complete the sentences using WILL or WON’T. 
 
a- I     go because I don’t have any money. 
 
b-     they come next month? 
 
c- She     help us with the meeting. 
 
d- You     have to eat fish. 
 
e-     you stay here all weekend? 
 
f- He     get up early. He doesn’t have to go to school. 
 
g- It     rain. It’s a sunny day. 
 
h-     it start today? 
 
i- If I can I     buy a new apartment. 
 
j- We     eat here. My mother has dinner ready for us at home. 
 

Complete the following text using WILL or WON’T. 
 
Everybody is excited about the trip to the sea. They know they __________ have a lot of 
fun. There __________ be any problems because everything is well planned.  In the 
morning they __________ arrive at the hotel, then they __________ go to the cafeteria and 
they __________ eat breakfast. They __________ rest even a minute. They __________ 
visit the entire island. But they __________ go to any dance clubs because they are under 
age. 
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A TRIP TO THE BAHAMAS 

 
Alex:  My wife and I are going to travel this winter. 
Tom:  Really? 
Alex: In a couple of months it’ll be December and it’s going to be cold here in 

New York. There’ll be rain and cold weather, so we decided to travel to the 
Bahamas. 

Tom:  Will you travel to Bimini? 
Alex:  Yes, we will. 
Tom:  How? 
Alex:  We’re going by boat. 
Tom:  What will you do in the Bahamas? 
Alex:  We will swim and do some scuba diving. 
Tom:  It’ll be hot. 
Alex:  Oh yes, but there won’t be any rain. It’ll be really sunny. 
Tom:  I know you’ll enjoy that place. But you like winter here, don’t you? 
Alex:  Yes, I do.  We will miss the winter here, but we’ll be back in a month. 
 

 
 It’s July now, it’s summer. 
 In six months, it’ll be winter. 

 
 
 It’s April now, it’s spring. 
 In six months, it’ll be fall. 
 
 

 I’m thirty-four now. 
 Next year it’ll be my birthday. 
 I’ll be thirty-five. 
 
 
 It’s five o’clock now. 
 I’ll finish work at six. 

 
 
 I need a car. 
 I’ll buy a big car. 
 
 

 I want to go out. 
 We’ll go out today. 
 
 He’s a little tired. 
 He’ll rest a little. 
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CARDINAL POINTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIRPORT  RESTAURANT  PARK  SCHOOL 
 
 

MIAMI  AVENUE 
 
 
      PARKING   PET 
   F LOT   S STORE T H 
   I    E   H O 
   R    C BANK  I S 
 OFFICE S DEPARTMENT O   R P 
   T STORE  N BOOK  D I 
       D STORE  T 
           A 
   S    S   S L 
   T    T   T 
   R    R   R 
   E    E   E 
 DRUG  E MAIL BOX  E SUPER E 
 STORE T    T MARKET T POST 
    BARBER SHOP     OFFICE 
 BAKERY      THEATER 
             
  

FLAGLER  AVENUE 
 
 TRAIN  POLICE  LIBRARY  CHURCH 
 STATION  STATION 
 

 
Vocabulary: 
 
North  Turn left/make a left   Across  Keep going 
South  Turn right/make a right  Blocks   Traffic light 
West  Make a U turn   Street   Stop sign 
East  Go straight ahead   Corner  Way 
Northeast  Northwest    Southeast  Southwest 
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Using the city on the previous page complete the information for the following 
directions: 
 
a- Start at the school. Go South on third street. Turn left. It’s on the right.   
 
b- It’s across the street from the Post Office.        
 
c- It’s between the Pet store and the Book store.        
 
d- Start at the Bank. Go to Miami Avenue and turn left. Go to the end. It’s on the right. 
              
 
e- It’s across the street to the west of the Bookstore.       
 
f- It’s next to the Bank.           
 
g- It’s on the corner of Flagler Avenue and Third Street.       
 
h- Start at the Library. Go to Miami Avenue. Make a right and it’s across from the Park.
              
 
i- It’s next to the Bakery.           
 
j- It’s across the street, north of the Church.        
   
k- Start at the Church. Go to the west and turn right on second street. It’s in front of the 
pet store.   _           
 
l- What are the two buildings between the Train Station and the Church?   
              
 
m- It’s across the street, to the north from the Pet store.       
 
n- Start at the Office. Go to Miami Avenue, and turn right. Go to the end. It’s on your left. 
              
 
o- It’s next to the Department store.          
 
p- It’s across the street to the east of the Barber´s Shop.       
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Find the following words in the word soup puzzle. 
 
Theater 
Hotel 
Car wash 
Restaurant 
Library 
Hospital 
Drugstore 
Supermarket 
School 
University 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Complete the sentences using the places from the word soup puzzle above. 
 
a- I have a terrible headache. Let’s go to the      to buy some 
aspirin. 
 
b- Yesterday we went to the new Italian     to have dinner. 
 
c- There’s no food in the refrigerator. I need to go to the    for 
groceries. 
 
d- I want to be an English professor, so I have to go to    to study. 
 
e- She had an accident. She’s in the    right now. 
 
f- I’m in the    looking for some books to do my homework. 
  

O   Q   E   G   H   U   U   M   V    N    D    S   C   H   O  O   L   U    P   
H   O   T   E    L   G   Y   I     R    E     F    T   A   S   R   P    I    N    Z 
O   B   H   L    S   A   Q   W   G   E     J     Y   R   L   E   L   X    I    M 
S    P   M   I    A   B    R   H    J    B    T    O   W  R   S   C    B   V   V 
P    J    R   T    S   F    N   K    T    O   R     T   A   N   T   O   L   E    D 
I     F   H    B   E   E   V    D   A    W   S    T    S   Y   A   R   I    R    N 
T   H   E    A   T   E    R    S    X    K   D    O   H   L   U   L   N   S    P  
A   G   T    D   M  Y   O   M   G    N    N    R   D   S   R   Y   Q   I    A 
L    X   I    V    B   T   N   J     T     D    B    U   F   V   A   U   N  T   M 
J    M   E    S    G   L   I    B    R     A    R    Y   U   M  N   I    U  Y   O 
L    Y   G   S     S   U   P   E    R    M    A    R    K  E   T    M  I   T    N 
M   J    B    P    G   Y   N   S    W   G    B    A    T   F   J    B   K   I    A 
N   F   O    E    G    D  R   U    G    S     T    O    R   E   I    D   H  B   M 
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UNIT 10 

 
BE GOING TO 

 
AFFIRMATIVE 

 
I’m      work. 
You’re      study. 
He’s      get ready. 
She’s   GOING TO    call. 
It’s      rain. 
We’re      draw. 
You’re      rest. 
They’re                  sing. 

NEGATIVE 
 
I’m      stay. 
You’re      sail. 
He’s      watch. 
She’s   NOT GOING TO    come. 
It’s      rain. 
We’re      start. 
You’re      stop. 
They’re      climb. 
 

INTERROGATIVE 
 
Am I        pass 
Are you        dive 
Is he        understand 

Is she   GOING TO   sweep ? 
Is it        work 
Are we        get wet 
Are you        sing 
Are they       ride 

 
GOING SHOPPING 

 
Susan:  Are you going shopping tonight? 
Jenny: No, I’m not. I’m going shopping tomorrow morning. Would you like to come 

along? 
Susan:  I’d like to, but I have my final exam tomorrow morning. 
Jenny:  Oh, that’s too bad. I’m going to have a nice morning at the mall. 
Susan:  What else are you going to do there? 
Jenny: Well, I’m going to buy a lot of clothes, and I’m going to have lunch there. 
Susan: That’s sounds interesting! Couldn’t you do it in the afternoon? That way 

we could go together. 
Jenny:  No, I can’t. I’m going to meet my parents in the afternoon for a cup of tea. 
Susan:  Oh, I see. 
Jenny:  But anyway, we’re going to the beach together on Saturday, aren’t we? 
Susan:  Yes, we are.  I’m going to invite two other friends too. 
Jenny:  So, are we going to play volleyball? 
Susan:  No, we’re not. Remember what happened to our ball last time. 
Jenny:  Oh yeah, I forgot. 
Susan:  I guess I’ll see you on Saturday then. 
Jenny:  See you. Good luck in your final tomorrow. 
 

Answer the questions about the reading. (use complete answers) 
 
a- Is Susan going shopping with Jenny?         
 
b- What is Jenny going to do at the shopping mall?       
 
c- What’s Jenny going to do in the afternoon?        
 
d- Where are Jenny and Susan going on Saturday?       
 
e- Are they going to play volleyball? why? Or Why not?     
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Complete the following sentences using GOING TO (use the verb to be and negative 
when necessary): 
 

a- She       work in the cafeteria every day during her summer 
 vacation from school. 
b- We       have class today because of the weather. It’s 

almost impossible to drive. 
c-    they     print the pictures for the catalogue? 
d- It       be ready on time but in two months I think it would 

be the best investment on the market. 
e- Your car       be ready today. The mechanic called in sick 

and there’s no one to fill in for him. 
f-    you      up grade your computer for next semester? 
g- How long    she     be traveling around the USA after her
 graduation? 
h- You       finish all that work unless you start working on 
 weekends and also get some extra help from your friends. 
i- I       enjoy my trip to Caracas because it is the last trip I 
 will have before I join the Army. 
j- How old    he     be next month? 
k- I       help you because I think you have to behave more 

responsible. 
l- Everybody       have a great time at the annual festival in 
 Berlin. 
m- What    we     do with all this paper we don’t use? 
n- She       be at home. She has a performance all day at city 

hall. 
 
Write your schedule for next week. What are you going to do? 
 

              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 

Write something that is probably going to happen in your country. 
 

              
              
              
 

Write something you’re going to stop doing because you think it is not good for you. 
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1. What are you going to do after graduation? 

a) I bought a house. 
b) I'm going to travel. 
c) I love university. 
d) I have a new job. 

 
2. I ____________ to get a job after I finish University. 

a) would 
b) will 
c) did 
d) want 

 
3. I ______________ to live with my parents. I want to get my own apartment. 

a) am 
b) love 
c) don’t want 
d) want 

 
4. Are you doing anything tonight? 

a) Yes, I'm going out with some friends. 
b) Yes, I'd love to go. 
c) No, I want to thanks. 
d) No, I don't have to work. 

 
Fill in all the gaps: 
 
Going to   - Plans    - When you know what's going to happen  

Will    - Immediate decisions    - Scientific predictions 

1- Stella: We need bread for breakfast. 

John: OK I _______________ some. (buy) 

2- The population in Colombia _______________ to 60 million by the year 2020. (grow) 

3- Father: I told you to clean up your room. 

Daughter: Sorry dad. I _______________ it after the game. (do) 

4- Natalie: Why don't we get together on Saturday noon. 

Alex: Sorry. I can't. I _______________ the doctor. (see) 

5- “Tomorrow _______________ a hot and sunny day in Cartagena” said the weather 

report from Channel 2. (be) 
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UNIT 11 

LIKE and AS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIKE = “similar to”, “the same as”. Note that you cannot use as in this way: 

* What a beautiful house! It’s like a palace. (not “as a palace”) 
* What does Sandra do? She is a teacher, like me. (not “as me”) 
* Be careful! The floor has been polished. It’s like walking on ice. (not “as walking”) 
* It’s raining again. I hate weather like this. (not “as this”) 

 
In these sentences, like is a preposition, so it is followed by a noun (like a palace), a pronoun 
(like me/ like this) or –ing (like walking). 
You can also say “like (somebody/something) doing something”: 

* What’s that noise? It sounds like a baby crying. 
 

Sometimes like = “for example”: 
* Some sports, like motor racing, can be dangerous. 

You can also use such as (=for example) 
* Some sports, such as motor racing, can be dangerous. 

 
We use as (not like) before a subject + verb 

* I didn’t move anything. I left everything as I found it. 
* They did as they promised. (= They did what they promised.) 

 
Compare like and as in these sentences: 

* You should have done it like this. (like + pronoun) 
* You should have done it as I showed you. (as + subject + verb) 

 
We also say as you know/ as I said/ as she expected / as I thought etc: 

* As you know, it’s Tom’s birthday next week. (= you know this already) 
* Jane failed her driving test, as she expected. (= she expected this before) 

 
Note that we say as usual/ as always: 

* You’re late as usual / as always. 
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Fill in all the gaps using Like or As: 
 

1. It's really hot. I love weather __________ this. 

2. Angela failed her computer class __________ she 

expected. 

3. Alex speaks English __________ a native. 

4. She’s totally bad tempered. I can't stand people __________ her. 

5. Why didn't he do it __________ I told him. 

6. Why do you never listen? Talking to you is __________ talking to a tree. 

7. I'll call her tomorrow __________ usual. 

8. This coffee is terrible. It tastes __________ water. 

9. They are very good swimmers. They swim __________ fish. 

10. I'm sorry I can't go out with you __________ we arranged. 

11. This house is so big. It's __________ a mansion. 

12. My hands are really cold. They're __________ ice. 

13. She's 21 years old but sometimes she behaves __________ a child. 

14. Your English is very good; I wish I could speak __________ you. 

15. Tom has been working __________ a carpenter for the last two years. 
 
Health problems and solutions. 
 
* a headache   * a stomachache 
* the flu   * a backache 
* a cold   * a sore throat 
* sore eyes   * a toothache 
* stress   * a burn 
* insomnia   * a fever 
* the hiccups   * a cough 
* an insect bite 
 
Write the health problem. 
 
a- My eyes hurt. You have sore eyes.  
b- I can’t sleep.           
c- My head hurts.           
d- My stomach hurts.          
e- I have too many problems.         
f- My body is really hot.          
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Write down a possible solution to the following health problems. 
 
a- I have a terrible backache. Get a massage.       

b- I burned my hand.           

c- I have a bad headache.           

d- I ate too much. I have a stomachache.        

e- I can’t sleep.            

f- I have the flu.            

g- An insect bit me.            

h- I’m really stressed.           

i- I have a fever.            
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UNIT 12 

 
SHOULD 

 
We use SHOULD to say what we think is a good thing to do or the right thing to do; when 
we ask or give an opinion; when something is not right or what we expect; for the past when 
we think someone did the wrong thing; or when something will probably happen. 
 
* The president should do something about the country’s economic situation. 
 
* Should we invite Ann to the party?  I think we should. 
 
* You shouldn’t drink and drive. 
 
* The price tag on this card is wrong.  It says $5.00 dollars but it should be $3.00. 
 
* The baby shouldn’t be outside.  It’s raining. 
 
* You should have gone to the BBQ. Everyone had a nice time. 
 
* I should be at home after school. 

 
OUGHT TO 

 
You can use OUGHT TO instead of SHOULD (both have the same meaning; should is 
slightly stronger). 
* The president ought to do something about the country’s economic situation. 
 
* We ought to go to the new store. 
 
3- 
SHOULD is not as strong as MUST (must shows obligation). 
 
* Cindy should stay in bed. 
  Cindy must stay in bed. 
 
* They shouldn’t drink. 
  They mustn’t drink. 
 
* Should I go with the new players? (Do you suggest I go?) 
  Must I go with the new players?  (Am I obliged to go?) 
 
 
Note: Remember! You don’t use TO with should or must. 
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Complete the following sentences using SHOULD, MUST, OUGHT TO (use the negative 
form if necessary): 

 
a- The new law states that all motorists      wear seat-belts. 
 
b- Young people      help 

senior citizens. 
 
c- We      go to the hospital, 

otherwise she’ll die. 
 
d- You      have come to the 

family reunion. It was great! 
 
e- Children      to study 

hard. 
 
f- Cathy      go to the dentist and have that tooth checked. 
 
g- The price tag on this shirt      be $25 It really costs $22 
 
h- You      drive so fast. You could get a speeding ticket. 
 
i- Do you think I      apply for that job? 
 
j- The doctor said that I      smoke anymore or I might die. 
 
k- Kids      listen to their parents’ advice. 
 
l- If you were sick, you      have gone out. 
 
m- I      be at home at 6:00 p.m. as usual. 
 
n- She      to wait a few minutes before she takes a shower. 
 
o- They studied all night. They      pass the exam. 
 
p- Do you think John      stay here? 

 
Write your own sentences using SHOULD, MUST, OUGHT TO: 
 
a-              
b-              
c-              
d-              
e-              
f-              
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MRS. HORTON 
 
 
Mrs. Horton: A husband should help his 

old wife. 
Mr. Horton:  Sure dear, what should I do? 
Mrs. Horton: I shouldn’t stay here during 

winter. It’s too cold, and you 
should send me to the sea 
side. 

Mr. Horton: Alright dear. I’ll buy a ticket 
and you can go to Miami. 

 
Mrs. Horton:  Mr. Cotte I’m an old lady, Friends should help old ladies. 
Mr. Cotte:   What can I do for you Mrs. Horton? 
Mrs. Horton:  I need to go to the airport, but I shouldn’t travel by bus. 
Mr. Cotte:   OK, I’ll take you to the station. 
 
Mrs. Horton 
(at the airport):  Young men should help old ladies. 
Young fellow:  What can I do for you, ma’am? 
Mrs. Horton: I must get to gate # 4 but I shouldn’t carry cases; it’s bad for my 

back. 
Young fellow:  Don’t worry lady; I’ll carry the cases for you. 
Mrs. Horton:  They’re closing the airplane’s door, they should wait I’m an old lady. 
Young fellow:  I’m sorry ma’am, that plane can’t wait. 
Mrs. Horton:  Then give me my cases; I’m going to get there faster by myself. 
 
 
Answer the questions about the reading 
 
a- Where’s Mrs. Horton going to go?        

b- Is Mrs. Horton a young girl?         

c- Why shouldn’t she carry things?         

d- What happened with the plane?         
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UNIT 13 

 
PAST OF BE GOING TO 

 
 

AFFIRMATIVE 
 
I was             take a trip. 
You were            swear. 
He was             eat. 
She was   GOING TO  drink. 
It was             print. 
We were            jump. 
You were           draw. 
They were           spray. 
 

 
NEGATIVE 

 
I wasn’t   get up. 
You weren’t  pick up. 
He wasn’t  swim. 
She wasn’t  GOING TO study. 
It wasn’t  start. 
We weren’t  look for it. 
You weren’t  score. 
They weren’t  type. 
 

 
INTERROGATIVE 

 
Was I            stop 
Were you           pick out 
Was he            sit down 
Was she  GOING TO  stand up ? 
Was it            rain 
Were we           eat 
Were you           sleep 
Were they           travel 

 
 
 
 

LAST WEEKEND 
 

Liz:  Hi Lucy, how was your weekend? 

Lucy:  Well, I was going to dance with my 

friends, but I couldn’t. 

Liz:  Why? What happened? 

Lucy:  My daughter was going to stay with my mother but she got sick. 

Liz:  Was it bad? 

Lucy: Not really. She had a stomachache, but when I took her to the doctor she 

felt better.  What about your weekend? 

Liz: Oh, my family and I were going to travel but because of the weather, we 

decided to stay home. 

Lucy:  What did you do at home? 

Liz:  They watched videos, I listened to pop music. I love it! 

Lucy:  So do I.  Maybe we can go to a pop concert together next weekend. 

Liz:  That’s a great idea. Where can we get tickets? 

Lucy:  I guess they’ll be on sale online. 

Liz:  Do you know how much they are? 

Lucy:  No, I don’t.  Let’s find out and we can go tomorrow and get them. 

Liz:  OK 
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Answer the questions about the text. 
 

a- Why didn’t Lucy go to dance?         
 
b- What did Liz do on the weekend?         
 
c- Where are Lucy and Liz going next weekend?       
 
d- When are they going to buy the tickets?        
 

Choose the correct answer. 
 

1. I was going to study, 
a) but my father arrived. 
b) but my father arrive. 
c) my father arrived. 
d) but my father's arriving. 

 
2. My friends were going out to drink 

a) when I call. 
b) when I am calling. 
c) when I called. 
d) I called. 

 
3. Kelly was going to go dancing 

a) when her mother rings the bell. 
b) and her mother rang the bell. 
c) when her mother rang the bell. 
d) her mother rang the bell. 

 
4. Natalie and Stella were going to go out, 

a) but it is raining. 
b) but it started raining. 
c) but it rains. 
d) it rains. 

 
Write about some things you were going to do but you didn’t do. 
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TAG QUESTIONS 

 
 
 
* You live in this building, don’t you? 
 
* She can’t swim, can she? 
 
* Hitler wasn’t a good man, was he? 
 
* Martha called me, didn’t she? 
 
* We have studied all week, haven’t we? 
 
* They shouldn’t be here, should they? 
 
* The dog is sick, isn’t it? 
 

Complete the following using tag questions: 
 

a- You were going to travel,          ? 
b- She likes living in New York,         ? 
c- We should be home by 8:00 PM,         ? 
d- You didn’t touch the computer,         ? 
e- They’re going to the graduation,         ? 
f- She won’t tell the truth,          ? 
g- He can’t stay here,           ? 
h- You need all day long to finish the job,        ? 
i- It works with electricity,          ? 
j- She doesn’t play on a team,         ? 
k-   I’m in love,           ? 
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UNIT 14 

 
CAN 

 
 
I 
You 
He 
She             can   dance. 
It 
We 
You  
They 

 
I 
You 
He 
She           can’t   dance. 
It 
We 
You 
They 

 
                            I 
                            you 
                            he 
        Can             she     dance? 
                            it 
                            we 
                            you 
                            they 
 

 
Can is used to express an ability. 
 
* I can play the guitar. 
* She can cook. 
* My brother can drive. 
* Joe can swim really well. 
* The car can go from 1 to 100mph in 60 seconds. 
* I can speak 2 languages. 
* They can draw. 
 
Can is used for permission or for a prohibition. 
 
* We can start working; there’s no problem now. 
* Children can’t play here. 
* What can I do for you? 
* Johnny can’t go swimming; he is grounded. 
* They can take the car out; their father gave them permission. 
* He can’t smoke in the office. 
* The dog can’t go into the house. 
 
Complete the gaps using the correct word according to the picture. 
 

a- He can’t    well. 
 

b- Alejandra can    in this lake. 
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c- Sandra can   fast. 
 

d- They can    fluent English. 
 

e- Carlos and Maye can    chess. 
 

f- My cousins can    at the gym. 
 

g- Your grandparents can   tango. 
 

h- Can I   to the gym with you? 
 

i- People in Brazil can    soccer really well. 
 
Write down 4 things you can do really well. 
 
             
             
             
              
 
Write down 4 things you can’t do. 
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FEW 
 
A few and few are used with plural countable nouns. Few has a more negative sense. 

 
* We have a few days before they come back from the trip. 
 
* Few ideas were proposed in the meeting last week. 
 
* We finished just a few things  because the weather was terrible. 
 

LITTLE 
 
A little and little are used with uncountable nouns. Little has a more negative sense. 

 
* You have to use a little water to make juice. 
 
* She couldn’t get in because she had little money. 
 
* There’s a little rain coming from the south. 

 
Complete the word using FEW or LITTLE (add plural S to the noun if it is countable): 

 
   sugar   free time   day 
   friend   salt    color 
   leisure   music    curtain 
   rain   wind    thing 
   wine   fruit    people 
 

Complete the sentences using the words above and few or little: 
 
a- A      and      and we will have a good party. 
 
b- With a     the plants will grow better. 
 
c- I want the coffee with just a    . 
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UNIT 15 

 
HOMONYMS 

 
Words using the same pronunciation but different meaning 

 
* (to) be: verb. 
* bee: an insect which produces honey. 
 
* bear: big animal. 
* bare: without clothes. 
 
* (to) break: to divide something in 2 or more parts. 
* brake: used to stop. 
 
* (to) buy: to get something you pay for. 
* by: preposition. 
 
* can: modal verb. 
* can: metal container. 
 
* fair: family place to have fun. 
* fare: transportation fee. 
 
* four: number. 
* fore: in front. 
 
* hour: time. 
* our: possessive pronoun. 

 
* It’s: It is. 
* It’s: It has. 
* Its: possessive pronoun. 
 
* mail: post. 
* male: man. 
 
* mine: a hole on the ground. 
* mine: possessive pronoun. 
 
* (to) train: to prepare for something. 
* train: a big transportation machine. 
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Identify and underline the homonym words in the following sentences: 

 
 
She wants to write a romantic book next year. 
That’s the right thing to do in these cases. 
 
We were there, but our group never showed up. 
He needs to take their names. 
 
I read a best seller last month, during summer vacation. 
That red jacket looks terrific on you. 
 
She knew they were coming to the party. 
She has a new pet in her house. 
 
You must be here early for the test. 
They don’t like to hear the baby crying. 
 
He feels really weak; I think he has the flu. 
The rock concert is next week. 
 
My father watches me playing all morning. 
The watch needs to be fixed. 
 
You can see the house tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. 
We went to the sea, it’s beautiful. 
 
I have two dogs and three cats. 
She lives here, too. 
 
The next road will take us to the city. 
She rode like an expert. 
 
It can work automatically. 
They left the coke can on the table. 
 
I may finish my homework soon. 
My birthday is in May. 
 
He’s going to meet the new president. 
I don’t eat red meat; I’m a vegetarian. 
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Complete the following sentences with the correct word. 
 

 
 
 
a- The   for the bus is only $1.200 pesos. (fair/fare) 
 
b-   new name is Superstar. (It’s/Its) 
 
c- We need the oranges   the juice. (four/fore/for) 
 
d- That’s a   sting. (be/bee) 
 
e-    company needs a bigger warehouse. (our/hour) 
 
f- I’m waiting for the   . My sister wrote me a letter. (male/mail) 
 
g- I need to take a   . I’m tired. (break/brake) 
 
h- My mother wants to  a new book. (by/buy) 
 
i- I need   more. I’m a little heavy. (to train/train) 
 
j- Yes, that’s the   answer. (right/write) 
 
k- He   an interesting book. (read/red) 
 
l- I’m traveling to the   . (see/sea) 
 
m- She was totally   for the picture. (bear/bare) 
 
n- They need a car,  . (two/too) 
 
o-We can stay   today. (here/hear) 
 
p- He   the truth. (new/knew) 
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READING 

CHARLES CHAPLIN 
 

Charles Spencer Chaplin made his debut on the variety stage at the age of 10.  His father was an alcoholic 
and his mother was often in and out of mental institutions.  His half-brother Sydney helped him find a 
job with an English vaudeville organization.  The troupe was on tour in the USA when a movie producer 
noticed Chaplin.  Mack Sennet liked his performance and hired him to work for his studios in Hollywood.  
When Charles began working in the movies in 1913, he made $150 a week.  Two years later, his salary 
went up to $10,000 a week.  In 1918, he signed a one-million-dollar contract with First National Films 
to produce 8 movies.  His box office appeal got to be so great that no studio could afford his talents 
anymore.  In 1919, he got together with other stars and founded United Artists to be able to produce and 
distribute his own films. Charlie, the little tramp, was the most popular character in the history of silent 
movies.  His shuffling walk, nervous smile and formal mannerisms made him internationally famous.  
He always wore the same costume: a derby hat, baggy pants, oversized shoes, a tightly fitting coat, a 
mustache and a bamboo cane.  The secret of his jokes was mainly in trying to behave like a perfect and 
serious gentleman in embarrassing situations.  The advantage of sound in the movies was a serious blow 
for a character who expressed himself in pantomime.  Although Chaplin lived in the USA for over 40 
years; he never became an American citizen.  In 1952, he went on vacation outside the U.S., but the 
government didn’t allow him back into the country. Some politicians and newspapers claimed that he 
had leftist views.  He settled in Switzerland with his 4th wife and their children, and spent the rest of his 
life there.  However, in 1972, he returned to the U.S. to receive a special award from the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
 
Answer the questions about the text. 
 
a- Which was Chaplin’s first job? __________________________________________________ 
 
b- How much was his first salary as an actor? ________________________________________ 
 
c- Why did he found United Artists? ________________________________________________  
 
d-What was the secret of his jokes? ______________________________________________ 
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UNIT 16 
 

AGREEMENT 
 

 
SO - TOO 

To show positive agreement 
 
* I went to Paris last year. 

So did I/I did, too/Me too. 
 
* Mark will buy a new car next month. 

So will I/I will, too/Me too. 
 
* She works with a lot of people. 
     So do I/I do, too/Me too. 
 

 
 

NEITHER-EITHER 
To show negative agreement 

 
* I don’t like to cook. 
Neither do I/I don’t either/Me neither. 
 
* They won’t finish on time. 
Neither will I/I won’t either/Me neither. 
 
* I didn’t pay for the meal. 
Neither did I/I didn’t either/Me neither. 
 

 
Write answers to show agreement in affirmative to the following sentences. Use 
different forms. 
 

a- I like pizza a lot.     

b- She wants to get a new black dress for her graduation night.     

c- I love swimming in the sea.      

d- Tony rides his bike to school everyday.      

c- He rode a horse last weekend.       

e- They are tired.      

f- I hate working on Sundays.      

g- Kids can work with computers pretty well.      

h- I went to the beach last Sunday.    

i- My sister is going to New York next summer.     

j- I can play tennis very well.     
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Write answers to show agreement in negative to the following sentences: 
 

a- We didn’t talk to the manager about the rent.       

b- She can’t stand her new school.         

c- I don’t drink and drive.          

d- I don’t mind people who smoke.         

e- My brother can’t speak German.        

f- Tom isn’t going to play next season.       

g- You won’t pass the exam.         

h- I wasn’t at the party.           

i- He doesn’t eat fish.           

j- I didn’t study all night.          

k- They can’t sing.           
 

Look at the picture and describe it: 
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Complete the crossword puzzle. 
 

1          2            
3                    
        4            
                  
    5                
                  
  6        7            
    8                

9    10            11        
      12              

13      14                
                  
        15        16      
    17                
                  
      18              
                  

 
Across: 

2.  I need to________________ for the exam. 
3.  I want to ______________ a book about police stories. 
4.  Lions ______________ very fast. 
5.  We want to _____________ the house. It's very dirty. 
6.  I _________ to church every Sunday. 
8.  The company is going to ____________ its products 

overseas. 
9.  These machines______________ less energy to 

operate. 
12.  I can___________ 50 words a minute. 
13.  She wants to ___________ a haircut. 
17.  He doesn't ____________ greasy food. 
18.  She loves to____________ beer. 

 

Down: 
1.  You can't ____________ in that pool. It’s 

dirty. 
2.  They ___________ good food in that airline. 
5.  Please ___________ the window, it's very 

cold. 
7.  My 2 favorite teams ____________ 

tomorrow. 
10.  Children love to ___________ magicians.  
11.  I need ___________ with my homework. 
14.  They are going to ___________ a long 

vacation. 
15.  The competitions________in five minutes. 
16.  He doesn't ____________ in an office. 

 

 

UNIT 17 
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IF – SENTENCES 

 
* We will go to the concert together if they arrive on time. 

* If you work, you will have money for the new shirt. 
* If she likes the keyboard, she will buy it. 

 
Complete the sentences using IF, WILL, and the verbs given. 
 

 
 

a-   the car    (stop), it    (not-start) again. 
 
b-  they    (study) hard, they    (pass) the test. 
 
c- We    (go) together   he    (get) tickets for the same day. 
 
d-  everyone    (help), we    (finish) early. 
 
e- I    (play) some music    she    (get) a guitar. 
 
f- We    (go) to the club ,  it   (be) open today. 
 
g-  it    (rain) tonight, we    (not-play) tennis tomorrow. 
 
h- She    (not-call)    she    (not-have) the number. 
 
i-  I    (be) invited to the party, I    (invite) my mother. 
 
j- Alex    (travel) to Miami    he    (get) the visa. 
 
k-  Natalie    (not- call) tonight, I    (not-tell) her the 
 good news. 
 
l- They    (pay) the bill    they    (have) the money. 
 
m- The students    (learn) English    they    (study) hard. 
 
n-  Eddie    (not-stop) drinking he    (not-have) good health. 

 
Match columns A and B. 
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A        B 
 
1- If I don’t study,      a- I’ll tell her about my new job. 
2- If I go to sleep early,     b- I’ll buy a new house. 
3- If I work on weekends,     c- I won’t be able to get a good job. 
4- If I travel to the USA,     d- I’ll practice my English. 
5- If my children come over,    e- I’ll get up with a lot of energy. 
6- If my mother calls me,     f- I’ll have some money to go out. 
7- If I win the lottery,     g- I’ll cook their favorite food. 
 
 

 
 
If I win the lottery, I … Write at least 6 things. 
 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
              
 
Complete the following sentences using ‘IF’. 
 
a- I’ll travel around the world         
 
b- I’ll have two children         
 
c- My mom will have a party         
 
d- The students will pass the exam        
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Phrasal verbs 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Get on 
Go on 
Take off 
Put out 
Turn off 
Call for 

Get in 
Go in 
Take in 
Go back 
Turn down 
Stay in 

Get off 
Go ahead 
Take out 
Look after 
Cut off 
Show up 

Get out 
Go out 
Pick up 
Put away 
Help out 
Think over 

Get ready 
Go over 
Put on 
Turn on 
Call up 
Turn in 

 
Pronouns and nouns with phrasal verbs. 
 
 * Please turn off the light.  Please turn the light off.  Sure, I’ll turn it off. 
* Take off your clothes.  Take your clothes off.  O.K. I’ll take them off. 
* Pick up your brother.  Pick your brother up.  I’ll pick him up. 
* Put away the books.  Put the books away.  I’ll put them away. 

 
Note: When you use a noun and a phrasal verb, the nouns can be in the middle or at the 
end of the sentence. 
When you use a pronoun. The pronoun is used in the middle of the sentence. 

 
Read and underline the phrasal verbs. 
 

THE MALL 
 
Architect:  We’ll build the new shopping mall here.  We’ll have to pull down this old 

building. First of all, we’ll have to cut off the water, the gas, and the electricity. 
 
Two weeks later 
Worker:  OK, we’ve cut them off. 
Architect:  Good. Now take off the roof. 
 
One week later 
Worker:  OK, we’ve taken it off. 
Architect:  Good. Now knock down the walls. 
 
One week later 
Worker:  OK, we’ve knocked them down. 
Architect:  Now let’s throw the windows and fences away. 
Worker:  All right. 
Architect:  And dig up the garden. 
Worker:  OK, we’ve thrown the windows and fences away and we’ve dug up the garden. 
Architect:  We need to cut up the trees into small pieces. 
Worker:  We’ve done that already. 
Architect:  OK, we’re ready to build. It’s going to be a great mall. We’ll make big bucks. 
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Complete the sentences using one of the phrasal verbs given. 
 
turning on turning off cutting down putting on trying on digging up 
helping out getting off running down sitting on sitting in putting away 
cutting up calling up drinking up    

 
a- She’s    the main road. She taking an alternative route. 
 
b- She’s    the TV________. She wants to go to sleep. 
 
c- They’re   their uniforms  ___to go to school. They wear them every day. 
 
d- He´s    the book  the night-table. 
 
e- He’s    the hill. 
 
f- We’re    the tree. 
 
g- I’m    the car_____. We need to leave now. 
 
h- I’m    the chair. I’m really tired. 
 
i- She’s    the vegetables to cook them. 
 
j- The kid is    the groceries. They’re all over the kitchen. 
 
k- The girl is    the shoes. 
 
l- You’re     the garden. 
 
m- The secretary is    her boss. She needs to contact him. 
 
n- He’s    the beer________. He’s very thirsty. 
 
o- I’m    the bus on the next corner. 
 
p- I’m    him   with the homework. 
 
q- My sister is    the light; it’s too dark in here. 
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UNIT 18 

 
VERBS 

 
BASE FORM SIMPLE PAST PAST PARTICIPLE 

Eat Ate Eaten 
Drink Drank Drunk 
Fall Fell Fallen 
Fly Flew Flown 

Forget Forgot Forgotten 
Get Got Gotten 

Have Had Had 
Lend Lent Lent 
Ride Rode Ridden 
See Saw Seen 

Shake Shook Shaken 
Teach Taught Taught 
Wear Wore Worn 
Shoot Shot Shot 

Become Became Become 
Bite Bit Bitten 

 
PRESENT PERFECT 

 
 
Positive form: 
 
I             driven. 
You             eaten. 
We     HAVE    written. 
You             played. 
They             studied. 
 
He             flown. 
She     HAS      kept. 
It             called. 

 
Negative form: 
 
I         stopped. 
You         been. 
We      HAVEN’T      come. 
You         swum. 
They         begun. 
 
He         jumped. 
She      HASN’T        taken. 
It         worked. 

 
Question form: 
 

    I found 
   you seen 

HAVE    we felt 
    you printed 
    they died  ? 

 
          he drunk 

HAS    she done 
    it cut 
 

* An action that began in the past and continues into the present. 
 
Have you played golf?  Yes, I have.  No, I haven’t. 
 
Have you watered the plants? Yes, I have.  No, I haven’t. 
 
Has he seen a live concert? Yes, he has.  No, he hasn’t. 
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ISABEL 

 
Isabel is an ugly woman who has worked in a big company called Millas Cargo for almost 
3 years. She fell in love with her boss but she has kept it a secret for a long time.  There 
are many other workers who have been really nice to Isabel but some of them have been 
rude to her.  She lives with her parents. They’ve lived in the same house all their lives. She 
likes her house, but in the neighborhood, there are some guys who bother her all the time. 
She has a really good friend named Camilo. They’ve been friends for years, and now he 
works with her. Isabel is a brilliant business administrator. Millas Cargo has increased all 
its sales since she’s been helping her boss to administer the business. One day the 
relationship with her boss became more than a working relationship; they became lovers. 
That was a terrible experience for Isabel, because afterwards she learned he was just using 
her. So, she left the company. Then her boss realized he really did love her and tried to get 
her back, but it was too late. Isabel has been dating another man who is really good to her 
and she has promised to marry him. 

 
Answer the following questions about the text (use complete answers): 
 

1) What has Isabel done in Millas Cargo? 
              
2) How has Isabel been described in the text? 
              
3) How long has Isabel worked in Millas Cargo? 
              
4) Does Isabel have many friends in her neighborhood? 
              
5) How long has Isabel lived in that neighborhood? 
              
6) What has Isabel promised to the second man she met? 
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Complete the following sentences using present perfect (use the negative form if 
necessary). 
 

      
 
a- The baby      (have + sleep) all afternoon. 
 
b- My wife      (have + be) so nice to me. 
 
c- I want to buy the car we      (have + see) in the car showroom. 
 
d- She won’t come because she       (have + feel) sick all day. 
 
e- The computer       (have + work) perfectly. 
 
f- They       (have + finish). They need another hour. 
 
g- There are two girls who      (have + drink) coke. 
 
h-    she     (have + study) for the exam? 
 
i- Where     you     (have + be)? 
 
j- I      (have + take) the book. I don’t know who has it. 
 
k- My neighbor       (have + call) me. 
 
l- She wants to know who      (have + write) on her paper. 
 
m- The maid      (have + wash) the dishes. They’re still dirty. 
 
n-     they     (have + open) the store yet? 
 
o- What     you     (have + do) about the leaking faucet? 
 
p- It      (have + rain) for three weeks. The rivers are really low. 
 
q- Betty       (have + quit) her job in the company. 
 
r-     Stella     (have + speak) to her husband today? 
 
s- Alex      (have + be) sick all week. 
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Complete the sentences using HAVE (‘ve) or HAS (‘s). 

 
a- I      worked in this company for 10 years. 
 
b- My friends    stopped for a drink. 
 
c- Carl and Lenis    eaten all the cake. 
 
d- My dog    broken the toy. 
 
f- The store     closed early every day this week. 
 
g- You      seen her before. 
 
h- My glasses     gotten dirty. 
 
i- He      printed all the pages. 
 
j- My baby     fallen from the crib. 
 
k- My sisters     called the reporter. 
 
l- The desk     been there for two weeks. 
 
m- The DJ     turned up the music. 
 
n- They      cooked lunch for us. 
 
o- The monkeys     drunk the juice. 
 
q- Eddie      lifted all the weight. 
 
r- The noise in the car     stopped. 
 
s- Jenny and I     studied all day long. 
 
t- She      closed the window. 
 
u- Michael and Susan    eaten my cookies. 
 
v- My computer     failed. 
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CAMPING DAY 

 
Son:  Dad I want to go fishing.  We can take a tent into the country. 
Dad: That’s a wonderful idea. We can go swimming, climbing.  But what about 

the weather? 
Son:  It’s Spring dad. It’s warm. 
Dad:  What about food? 
Son:  We can take a lot of food with us. 
Dad:  OK, we’ll leave tomorrow morning. 
 
In the country at night 
Son:  Dad it’s really cold; I can’t sleep. 
Dad:  I can’t either. We must keep warm. Let’s drink some coffee. 
Son:  We don’t have any. We’ve drunk all the coffee. 
Dad:  Let’s make a fire. 
Son:  We’ve burnt all the matches. 
Dad:  Well, we have to eat something. 
Son:  We’ve eaten all the food we brought. 
Dad:  We should go to buy some food. 
Son: The car won’t start. We’ve used all the gas and we’ve spent all our money 

and the nearest town is 25 miles away. 
 
 Q.: Has the engineer built the new house?  Q.: When did he build it? 
 A.: Yes, he’s built the new house.   A.: He built it last year. 
 
a- Have the boys drawn on the wall? 
 Yes,              
 When did they draw on the wall? 
              
b- Have you flown to Florida? 
 Yes,              
 When did you fly there? 
              
c- Have they eaten the cakes? 
 Yes,              
 When did they eat them? 
              
d- Has Stella mistaken her car? 
 Yes,              
 When did she make a mistake? 
              
e- Have you played the game yet? 
 Yes,              
 When did you play it? 
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Complete the conversation with the correct verb. 
 
wear         staying          seen        been        got        going        lost        have      moved 

 
Stella: Hi! Eddie, it’s been a long time. 

Eddie: Yes, I haven't __________ you for about 4 years. So how have you __________? 

Stella: Great! I __________ married about 2 years ago and I __________ 2 kids now. How about you 

Eddie? 

Eddie: Well, I __________ to a new city and I have a new job. 

Stella: But you look different, too. 

Eddie: Yes, I'm __________ to the gym, so I've __________ about 20 pounds. 

Stella: I remember you used to be a little heavy. And you __________ glasses now. 

Eddie: You look great. 

Stella: Thanks Eddie. I lost some weight and my hair is shorter than before. 

Stella: Are you __________ in the city for a long time? 

Eddie: No, I'm here just this week. 

Stella: I want to introduce you to my family. Would you come for dinner tomorrow evening? 

Eddie: Oh, I'd love to. Thanks. 
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UNIT 19 

 
Present participle -ing and Past participle -ed used as adjectives 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The show was amazing. I was amazed by the show. 
He’s excited about being at the beach. The beach is exciting. 
The ending of the movie was surprising. I was surprised by the ending of the movie. 
The trip was fascinating. I was fascinated with the trip. 
I was confused with the new equipment. The new equipment was confusing. 

 
Fill in the gaps using present participle -ing or past participle -ed: 
 

1- My last vacation was really __________. (bore) 

2- Pablo and Boris are __________ with the English homework. (confuse) 

3- I really like Karate. It's really __________. (interest) 

4- My son was very __________ about his graduation. (excite) 

5- My parents think all cultural events are __________. (fascinate) 

6- I am a little __________ by my test results. (surprise) 

7- I think Teacher Alex of To Be English is __________. (amaze) 

8- They're __________ in buying that new apartment. (interest) 

9- The actors were __________ to see how many people went to the premier. (surprise) 

10- This road is really __________. (confuse) 

11- Traveling by boat is very __________. (excite) 

12- Tim is a __________ person to talk to. (bore) 

13- Horror films are __________. (frighten) 

14- It's not __________ to see many teenagers smoking nowadays. (surprise) 

15- Eating animals alive is __________. (disgust) 
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Complete the crossword puzzle: 
 

1          2                  
                        
    3                      
                        

4                          
                        
    5                      
                        
                        
    6                      
                        
                        
              7            
        8                  
                        
    9                      
                        
                        
                        
                        

 

Across: 
1.  The new show was ____________________(fascinate). 
3.  My friend is really __________________(interest) in 

your friend Kelly. 
4.  It was ________________ (surprise) that not many 

people came to the party. 
5.  They are _______________(fascinate) with their new 

pet. 
6.  The exam is really _______________(confuse) with all 

those numbers. 
7.  The kids are really _____________(bore) without their 

friends. 
9.  The new ride in the amusement park is very 

_____________(excite). 
 

Down: 
2.  My new workmate is very 

_________________(interest). 
4.  Eddie was ________________(surprise) about 

the news on T.V. 
6.  I am really ______________(confuse) with all 

these signs. 
7.  That T.V. show is very ____________(bore). 
8.  My dad is really _____________(excite) with 

his new car. 
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UNIT 20 

 
like-love-hate  +  TO   like-love-hate  +  ING 

 
I like to eat pizza. = I like eating pizza. 
I hate to cook. = I hate cooking. 
I love to drink wine. = I love drinking wine. 
I like to play basketball. = I like playing basketball. 
I hate to climb. = I hate climbing. 
I love to lift weights. = I love lifting weights. 

 
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb. 
 

1- I love to ____________ hard. (work-working) 

2- She hates ____________ early. (sleep-sleeping) 

3- They like ____________ by plane. (travel-traveling) 

4- I like ____________ beer. (drink-drinking) 

5- We love to ____________ at night. (swim-swimming) 

6- My mother loves to ____________ salsa music. (dance-dancing) 

7- Stella hates ____________. (drive-driving) 

8- I really like to ____________ pizza. (eat-eating) 

9- Laura and Lucy love ____________ on the phone. (talk-talking) 

10- Alex hates to ____________ soccer. (play-playing) 

11- My friends like ____________ over very much. (come-coming) 

12- Rene and Alberto love ____________ their wives to the movies. (take-taking) 

 
enjoy-can’t stand-don’t mind + ING 

 
 

I enjoy driving in the city. 
I can’t stand living in noisy towns. 

I don’t mind spending vacation in the country. 
I enjoy going camping. 

I don’t mind swimming when there’s a hot weather. 
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Complete the following sentences using enjoy/can’t stand/ don’t mind. 

 
 

 
 
a- I don’t want to travel. I ______________ airplanes. 

b- Let’s go to the new skating rink. The children really ______________ skating. 

c- If you want to play basketball, let’s do it. I ______________. 

d- We really ______________ dancing. 

e- She ______________ eating hamburgers. She’s a vegetarian. 

f- They never go to the stadium because they ______________ crowded places. 

g- In the USA, people ______________ helping others. 

h- My daughter ______________ living in small apartments. She loves big houses. 

i- Martha doesn’t go to the river. She ______________ cold water. 

j- Edward ______________ playing volleyball very much. 

k- It’s not a good day, but I ______________ going out for a walk. 

l- My family and I ______________ spending time together. 

m- Angela ______________ people who drink. 

n- Girls ______________ rude men. 

o- I love rap music, but I ______________ rock. 

p- He ______________ working weekends because he gets paid well. 
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Spelling Differences Between American And British English 

 
American English 

 
center 
check 
color 
favorite 
flavor 
glamorous 
harbor 
humor 
jail 
jewelry 
kilometer 
labor 
liter 
neighbor 
neighborhood 
program 
theater 

British English 
 
centre 
cheque 
colour 
favourite 
flavour 
glamourous 
harbour 
humour 
gaol 
jewellery 
kilometre 
labour 
litre 
neighbour 
neighbourhood 
programme 
theatre 

 
 

* I love living in this neighborhood. 
* I love living in this neighbourhood. 

 
* We live in a small flat. 
* My brother lives in a huge apartment. 

 
* My son drives a lorry at work. 
* The company has a new truck to make deliveries. 

 
* I love that color. 
* I love that colour. 
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Complete the following sentences using American English from the list on the last 
page. 
 
a- I need to go to the bank to cash this     . 
 
b- He committed a crime, so he went to     . 
 
c- Carolina always wears beautiful    . 
 
d- The ball has to be in the     of the field. 
 
e- The race is 2      long. 
 
f- My    kind of music is rap. 
 
g- My new      is very nice. 
 
Complete the following sentences using British English from the list on the last page. 
 
a- I want a new    on the walls. 
 
b- The thief was sentenced to five months in     . 
 
c- A factory is very hard    for a woman. 
 
d- There are only 5      to the next town. 
 
e- I’m going to pay with a     . 
 
f- The     in that store is very expensive. 
 
g- They drank a     of water after the game. 
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UNIT 21 

 
IF – SENTENCES 

 
* If I knew the answer I would tell you. 

* She would give me some coffee, if she had some. 
* If the computer worked right, we would finish the homework. 

 
Complete the sentences using IF, WOULD, and the verb given. 
 
a-  I    (have) a lot of money I    (buy) many things. 
 
b- Stella    (study) music    she    (have) some free time. 
 
c-  I    (not-work)    I   (not-need) the money. 
 
d-  the sun    (come) out, we    (swim). 
 
e- I    (not-stop) on this street   I    (be) you. 
 
f- The dog    (be) hungry    he    (eat) all the food. 
 
g-  I    (be) the president, I    (do) more for my country. 
 
h-  she    (not-have) a baby, she    (dance) every night. 
 
i- I    (not-take) that medicine    I    (not-have) to do it. 
 
j-  Lucy    (study) more, she    (get) better grades. 
 
k- People    (drive) better   the police    (have) better control. 
 
l-   she    (be) my friend, she    (not-do) that to me. 
 
m- The company    (give) me a raise,    I    (work) harder. 
 
n-  I    (not-work out),  I    (not-be) in good shape. 
 
o-   the teacher    (not-enjoy) teaching English, he    (quit). 
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Match columns A and B 
 
A         B 
 
1- If they worked,     a- I would chat with more people. 
2- If I had a car,      b- they would live better. 
3- If they knew the answers,    c- she would get home earlier. 
4- If I played better,     d- I would visit you every day. 
5- If my family lived near,    e- they would get a better grade. 
6- If you were friendlier,     f- you would have more friends. 
7- If I learned another language,   g- I would visit them every day. 
8- If she walked faster,     h- I would be on the team. 
 

 
 
3- If you saw someone stealing in a department store, what would you do? 
             
             
             
             
              

 
Complete the following sentences using IF. 

 
a- I would study a specialization         
 
b- My family and I would travel to the beach       
 
c- I would stop drinking          
 
d- Students would study more         
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VERBS 

 
Simple Past and Past Participle 

 
rang-rung won-won meant-meant swept-swept 
heard-heard believed-believed cursed-cursed held-held 
lent-lent cleaned-cleaned lighted-lighted fed-fed 
led-led fell-fallen went-gone tried-tried 
moved-moved hid-hidden bit-bitten did-done 
decided-decided caught-caught taught-taught tore-torn 
wore-worn shone-shone covered-covered put-put 
rode-ridden chose-chosen woke-woken rose-risen 
arose-arisen talked-talked faced-faced blew-blown 
grew-grown knew-known threw-thrown shut-shut 
wet-wet hit-hit split-split hurt-hurt 
erased-erased kissed-kissed laughed-laughed placed-placed 
raced-raced shipped-shipped touched-touched undressed-undressed 
found-found ate-eaten drove-driven spoke-spoken 
washed-washed boiled-boiled cried-cried charged-charged 
died-died swam-swum had-had sat-sat 
failed-failed freed-free lied-lied prayed-prayed 
phoned-phoned shaved-shaved showed-showed saved-saved 

 
 
Find the following past participle verbs in the word puzzle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O   Q   E   G   R   O   W   N   V    N    D    S   P   O   K  E    N    P   D   
O   T   E    L   G   Y   O    R   E     F    T    A   S   R   P   A   N    Z   R 
O   T   O   R   N   A    K   W  G    E     J    Y   R   L   E   T   X     I     I 
S    P   M   I    A   B    E   H    J    D    T    O   W  R   S   E    B   V   V 
P    J    R   T    S   F    N   K    T    O   R    T    A   N   T   N   L   E   E 
I     F   H    B   E   E   V    H   A    N   S    T    S   Y   A   R    O   R  N 
W  O   R    N   T   E    R    S   X    E   D    O   H   L   U   L   W   S   P  
F   G   T    D   M  Y   O   M   G    N   N    R   I    S    R   Y   N    I    A 
A    X   I    V    B   T   N   H    A    D    B   U   D   V   A   U   N  T    M 
L    M   E   S    A   T   I    B    N     A   R   Y   D   M   N   I    U  Y    O 
L    Y   G   S    S   U   P    E    U     M  A    R  E    E   T    M  I   T   N 
E    J    B   P    G   Y   N   S   O    G    B    A    N   F   J    B   K   I  A 
N   F   O    U    N    D  R   I    S     E    N    O    R   E   I    D   H  B  M 
 

spoken                driven                found 
torn                    fallen                  risen 
hidden                done                   blown 
grown                 worn                  had 
eaten                   woken                sat 
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UNIT 22 

 
CONNECTORS 

 
COMPARATIVE 
 
Similarity 
 

similarly - in the same way - likewise - in like manner - equally - also - too 
 
* Your cars are beautiful. My dad also has 2 cars. 
* He runs really fast in the same way as I do. 
* I want to eat pizza, too. 
 
Contrast 
 
however 
nevertheless 
notwithstanding 
rather...than 
better...than 
yet 
still 
even so 
on one hand 
on the other 
hand 
while 
whereas 
but 
though 
although 

 
even though 
even if 
but...anyway 
but...still 
yet...still 
in spite of 
despite that 
by/In contrast 
in comparison 
conversely 
by way of 
contrast 
instead of 
alternatively 
an/the alternative is 
rather

 
* This city is beautiful. It’s a little dangerous, however. 
* While Students were working on the book, the teacher graded their last exam. 
* Even if we close all the windows it’ll still be really cold in here. 
* I’m not feeling very well, but I’m going to the game anyway. 
* Instead of buying a car, they invested their money in a down payment for a house. 
* My computer isn’t new. It’s really fast, though. 
 
Write three examples of your own: 
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ADDITION 
 

besides – moreover – furthermore - in addition to - further to this 
also – too – again – and - not only... but also - neither...nor 

 
* Besides my best friend, my sister is the only person I tell my secrets to. 
* We don’t only live here but we also work here. 
 
Write two examples of your own: 
             
              
 
TIME SEQUENCE: 
 
First (ly) 
second (ly) 
third (ly) 
to begin with 
then 
later 
afterwards 
after that 
thereafter 
thereupon 
subsequently 
soon 
eventually 
finally 
at last 
last (ly) 

 
(in) at the beginning 
in the past 
later on 
now 
presently 
in the middle 
in the future 
(in) at the end 
while 
when 
meanwhile 
in the meantime 
the following 
from 
since 
during 

 
* She’s going to school then she’s coming home. 
* Soon many people are going to travel by train. 
* They all found out the truth afterwards. 
 
Write three examples of your won: 
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CAUSE AND EFFECT 
 
 
Cause - Reason: 
 
because (of) 
due to 
in response to 
as a result of 
since 
now that 
as 
as long as 
in as much as 
 
 

 
 
Effect - Result - Consequence: 
 
for this reason 
on account of this 
this (that) is why 
arising from this 
so 
so...that 
then 
accordingly 
therefore 
thus 

 
Condition: 
 
when 
if 
whether 

unless 
in that case 
that being so 
otherwise 

 
* Due to the weather, the children couldn’t go out. 
* According to the new mayor, the city has grown 35% this semester. 
* I will go by bus if there is a good service; otherwise I’ll go by train. 
 
Write three examples of your own: 
             
             
             
 
RESUME 
 
in summary 
to sum up 
briefly 
in short 
for all these reasons 
to recapitulate 
in conclusion 

 
so 
altogether 
to resume 
to return to the previous point 
getting back to the argument 
this shows 
this indicates that 
hence 

 
* I want to tell you briefly about the meeting. 
* In conclusion the launching was really successful. 
* Many people bought the product. This shows that we have a good marketing campaign. 
 
Write two examples of your own: 
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EXAMPLE: 
 
for example 
for instance 
to illustrate 
an example of this 

 
 
take the case of 
incidentally 
specifically 
such...as (such as) 
as 

 
* This house has many advantages. For example, there are three shopping centers around 
here. 
* We have big fruits such as watermelons and papayas. 
 
Write two examples of your own: 
             
              
 
Complete the sentences with the correct CONNECTOR: 
 

 

 
1- Tony needs a new book, ____________. (too/also) 
2- I prefer eating at home ____________ going out. (equally/rather than) 
3- New York is very cold. It's a very interesting city, ____________. (but/though) 
4- ____________ meat I eat vegetables. (Instead of/Even so) 
5- I want to see the movie ____________. (and/again) 
6- ____________, you have to start the machine, then... (first/after that) 
7- ____________, all students will have a computer at home. (next/soon) 
8- You can work here ____________ you do your job well. (as long as/as a result of) 
9- ____________ it rains the game will be at 7 p.m. (whether/unless) 
10- I love pasta. ____________ I love pizza. (specifically/incidentally) 
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Complete the crossword puzzle: 
 

1      2        3                
                        

4                          
        5      6              

7                          
                  8        
            9              
                        
                        
                        
            10              
                        

 
Across: 

1.  ___________ ___ calling me, send me an 
e-mail. (whether/instead of) 

5.  Colombia has a lot of problems. It's a 
beautiful country, _____________. 
(but/however) 

7.  We're going to eat and ___________ we're 
going to go home. (then/so) 

9.  We went to the house. ____________ that 
day we traveled to New York. 
(later/altogether) 

10.  You can't get in ______________ you have 
an I.D. card. (even/unless) 

 

Down: 
2.  I've been working at University 

___________ the year 2000. 
(since/such as) 

3.  They need a new apartment and they 
____________ need a new car. 
(also/too) 

4.  I want to buy a hamburger, _________ 
I don't have any money. (but/since) 

6.  She was sleeping _____________ we 
were talking. (while/besides) 

8.  I don't want anyone in the room 
_____________ the competitors. 
(then/besides) 
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UNIT 23 

 
IF – SENTENCES 

 
* If I had made a reservation last night, I wouldn’t have stood there for 20 minutes. 

* If she had studied for the exam, she would have gotten a good grade. 
* They would have eaten something, if they had had any money. 

 
Complete the sentences using IF, WOULD and the verb given. 
 
a- She    (be) here    she     (get) a ticket. 

b-  I    (not-miss) the plane, I    (meet) my son in Paris. 

c- My horse     (win) the race   she   (train) more. 

d- We     (not-get) lost    we     (follow) the directions. 

e-  Jenny     (have) good luck, she     (win) the prize. 

f- I     (go) with them   they     (invite) me. 

g- You     (not-lose) your money  you    (listen) to your 

parents. 

h-  The car     (work), we     (drive) to Cartagena. 

i- Cathy      (pass) the exam  she     (study). 

j- You     (not-have) a problem   you     (not-be) with her. 

k-  Tony     (ask) me, I     (tell) him to invest his money. 

l- He     (see) you       you     (not-leave) so early. 

m-  my dad    (buy) a new car, he      (pay) a loan. 

n- I     (know) the truth,       I     (call) the police. 

o- My wife     (stop) loving me,       I    (not-stop) drinking. 

 
Match columns A and B 
 
A       B 

 
1- If I had left earlier,         a- I wouldn’t have had problems at work. 
2- If my sister had studied more,              b- I wouldn’t have been stuck in the traffic 

jam. 
3- If I hadn’t stopped exercising,   c- we would have gone swimming. 
4- If I had listened to my wife,   d- I wouldn’t have felt so sick. 
5- If Tom had eaten before the trip,  e- she would have gotten into University. 
6- If I hadn’t drunk so much,   f- we would have understood the lesson. 
7- If it hadn’t rained,                                  g- we wouldn’t have had to stop on the road. 
8- If we had read the book,    h- I wouldn’t have gotten fat. 
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You went to a party. If you had gone into the wrong party, what would you have done? 
             
             
             
             
              

 
BRING AND TAKE 
 
BRING 
 
Movements toward the speaker. 
 
* The milkman brings milk every two days. 
* Johnny brought me a present from Cancun. 
* The principal is going to bring a new computer to school. 
* My son has brought me several books from Europe. 
 
TAKE 
 
Movements away from the speaker. 
 
* Take me with you. 
* Stella is going to take the children to the circus. 
* I took five apples from the bag. 
* The driver will take the new road. 
 
Complete the sentences using BRING or TAKE. 
 
a- Please,    me the new CD. I need it for my homework. 
b- I’m going to   my new jacket to the Laundromat. 
c-    these books home, please. 
d- She     me a nice cake last night. 
e- They   the kids to school so they don’t have to get up so early. 
f- They    the girls home from school in the afternoons. 
g- I’ll   you home after the meeting. 
h- We’ll   something to eat. 
i- Lady is going to   the snacks so we can eat something. 
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UNIT 24 

 
PAST PERFECT 

 
 

AFFIRMATIVE 
 
I  forecast. 
You  bitten. 
He  chosen. 
She      HAD dreamt. 
It  cost. 
We  visited. 
You  touched 
They  been. 

 
NEGATIVE 

 
I   bought. 
You   printed. 
He   cut. 
She       HADN’T lost. 
It   worked. 
We   jumped. 
You   cleaned. 
They   sat. 

 
INTERROGATIVE 

 
 I talked 
 you dug 
 he put 

HAD she swept  ? 
 it stopped 
 we sweat 
 you watched 

 they worn 
 

* Past of past. Action before the story being told. 
 

* Had you worked on this program by the time you started here? 
Yes, I had. 
No, I hadn’t. 

 
* Had you caught any fish by lunch time? 

Yes, I had. 
No, I hadn’t. 

 
* Had you ever traveled in a Jumbo jet before you flew to Munich? 

Yes, I had. 
No, I hadn’t. 

 
* Had you drunk this kind of wine before you were in France? 

Yes, I had. 
No, I hadn’t. 
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Complete the following sentences using Past Perfect (use the negative form if 
necessary): 
 

 
 
a- We   never   (had + be) in that restaurant. It was our first time. 

b-     you     (had + study) this topic? Your results were poor. 

c- The Chinese girls      (had + withdraw) all their money before the 

    bank closed. 

d- I      (had + see) an animal so big. 

e- She      (had + live) all her life in this town. 

f- Mr. and Mrs. White      (had + call) for help, but no one heard them. 

g- The PC     (had + work) well all week, so we took it to the repair shop. 

h- I      (had + stop) before; I      (had + have) time. 

i-     the sheriff    (had + catch) the man before or after the explosion? 

j- It      (had + rain) two inches before the accident. 

k- The doctor     (had + take) my pulse before he weighed me. 

l- The dog     (had + watch) its victim for a while before attacking. 

m- You      (had + complete) the test. You should have stayed in there. 

n- I      (had + turn) on the wrong corner, so I went back. 

o-     the money    (had + be) found when you left? 
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THE NEW HOUSE 

 
My family and I were really happy about buying a 
house this summer.  We bought the newspapers on 
the weekend and we searched through the ads.  My 
wife checked several possibilities and next Monday 
we went to see some houses with the kids.  One of 
those houses was near the beach. It had a beautiful 
big front and back yard, four bedrooms, a living 
room, a dining room, a TV room, and a two car 
garage. We told the salesman we’d think about it 
and then we’d decide.  Next we went home and all the family talked it over. At last we 
decided that that was going to be our new home.  The next morning we called the salesman 
and to our surprise, the house had already been sold. Anyway, he said, he could help us 
find another house. But we were too depressed to think about it at that moment. 
 
Answer the following questions using PAST PERFECT (use complete answers): 
 
a- Where had they looked for their new house? 

              

b- What had they liked about the house? 

              

c- What had the family done before they called the salesman? 

              

d- Why didn’t the family buy the house? 

              

 
Write your opinion about what happened to the family: 
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GOOD AND WELL 

 
GOOD 
 
Good is always an adjective. It modifies nouns and pronouns. It is never used to describe an 
action. 
 
* I have a really good car. 
* My new baseball set is very good. 
* She has a good life. 
* They work for a good company. 
 
WELL 
 
Well can be an adjective or an adverb. Use well when describing an action. 
 
* I can cook really well. 
* She dances very well. 
* I don’t feel well. 
* My new computer works really well. 

 
Complete the sentences using GOOD or WELL. 
 
a- The old piano plays very   . 
 
b- I love driving. I drive    . 
 
c- Erika doesn’t feel very    . 
 
d- This book is really    . 
 
e- She has a    apartment. 
 
f- They have a    family; they live very    . 
 
g- Barbara plays softball really   . 
 
h- This ice cream tastes    . 
 
i- My dog jumps really    . 
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UNIT 25 

 
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS 

 
 

AFFIRMATIVE 
 
I   typing. 
You   dreaming. 
We    HAVE BEEN working. 
They   digging. 
 
 
He   eating. 
She   HAS BEEN          drinking. 
It   playing. 

 
NEGATIVE 

 
I     running. 
You     washing. 
We    HAVEN’T BEEN     driving. 
They                watching. 
 
 
He    calling. 
She   HASN’T BEEN  printing. 
It                practicing. 
 

 
INTERROGATIVE 

 
   I  riding 
   you  frying 

HAVE   we    BEEN painting 
   they  jogging   
             ? 
   he  drawing 

HAS   she   BEEN mopping 
   it  recycling 

An action you started in the past and continue into the present. 
 

* Have you been talking on the phone? 
Yes, I have. 
No, I haven’t. 

 
* Have you been shopping for groceries? 

Yes, I have. 
No, I haven’t. 

 
* Has she been working on the computer? 

Yes, she has. 
No, she hasn’t. 

 
* Has he been working a lot? 

Yes, he has. 
No, he hasn’t. 

 
* Have they been playing? 

Yes, they have. 
No, they haven’t. 

 
* Have you been saving money? 

Yes, I have. 
No, I haven’t. 
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Write a sentence in present perfect continuous according to the first sentence. 
 

EXAMPLE: 
 
* I’m really tired and I want to go to sleep. 
 
 I’ve been working every day for two weeks. 
 or 
 I haven’t been sleeping well. 

 
a- She finished all her homework. 

              

b- They’ll graduate next month. 

              

c- The boy didn’t go to school. 

              

d- The team players are tired. 

              

e- The dog is fat. 

              

f- She has two jobs; one in the morning and one at night. 

              

g- We were full; we couldn’t eat anymore. 

              

h- The pool is really cold. 

              

i- The wall is scratched. 

              

j- He’s going to open his own company. 

                               

k-  Juliet is wearing a new dress. 

              

l- They are sweating. 
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SUMMER TIME 

 
It has been a great vacation. Joe and Jenny have been playing 
on the beach almost every day; Joe has been riding a jet ski 
and Jenny has been building a castle.  They’re staying at the 
Port Hotel with their parents. Tom and Margaret, have been 
sitting near their children all the time; she’s been sunbathing 
and he’s been reading an interesting book.  They’ve been 
visiting a lot of places on the island and eating a lot of food. 
Today they want to eat something different .They’ve been 

eating a lot of fish, so they’re going to eat hamburgers.  At night they’ve been riding bikes 
around the island, then they usually go to the hotel and watch TV. Tom and Margaret have 
been dancing, also. There’s a great dancing club for visitors in the hotel. The music is really 
nice and the lights are wonderful.  They’ve really been enjoying their vacation. The kids don’t 
even want to think about going back home but summer vacation is almost over and school will 
start in a week. 

 
Answer the questions according to the text. 
 
a-   Describe what each member of the family has been doing on vacation? 

              
              
              

 
b-  What have they been doing at night? 

              
              
              
 

c-  What have they been eating? 
              
              
              

 
d-  Where have they been staying? 

              
              
              
 

e-   Have they been enjoying their vacation? 
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Complete the crossword puzzle. 
 

                          1      

                              

                              

                    2            

                3                

                              

            4                    

                              

          5      6                  

                              

    7                            

                              

          8                      

                              
9                                

                              

                              
10                                

                              

                              

                              

                              

                              

                              
 

Across: 
3.  They have been ______________soccer all afternoon. 
4.  I have been______________ a good time in this island. 
5.  She has been _______________hard in this project. 
7.  He has been _______________that book for 2 weeks. 
9.  We have been_______________ in this bed since we got 

married. 
10.  The children have been ________________that T.V. 

program for over an hour. 
 

Down: 
1.  I have been _____________so much that I've 

gained a lot of weight. 
2.  It has been____________ a lot. The streets are all 

wet. 
6.  I have been______________ for an hour around the 

park. 
8.  They have been______________ all day. I think 

they are drunk. 
10.  I have been _______________this book for 6 

months. 
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UNIT 26 

 
WISH 

 
To express WISH in the present 
 

subject #1 + WISH + subject #2 + past tense verb + complement 
* She wishes she didn’t have to work all day. 

* I wish she were my girlfriend. 
* I wish I had a new car. 

 
Complete the following sentences as if you wished: 

 
* This computer is off line. 
 I wish the computer were on line. 
 I wish the computer weren’t off line. 
 
 
a- My brother has many problems. 
              
 
b- You work at nights. 
              
 
c- You don’t have a computer. 
              
 
d- Lady has a final exam tomorrow. 
              
 
e- You don’t know how to play golf. 
              
 
f- Your father can’t travel to visit you. 
              
 
g- You need to wear glasses. 
              
 
h- You don’t have many friends. 
              
 
i- Your brother is really sick. 
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To express WISH in the past 
 
Subject #1 + WISH + subject #2 + HAD + past participle + complement 

* I wish I had gone to the High School prom. 
* He wishes he had waited to see the show. 

* They wish they had sold everything. 
 
Complete the following sentences as if you wished: 
 

 
*  I didn’t finish High School 
  I wish I had finished High School. 
  I wish I hadn’t quit school. 
 
a- You went to the soccer game where your favorite team lost the game. 
              
 
b- Your mother wasn’t able to ride the horse. 
              
 
c- You had a lot of things to do on the weekend. 
              
 
d- Your dog didn’t obey you. 
              
 
e- Your telephone bill was too expensive. 
              
 
f- You didn’t get her phone number. 
              
 
g- You didn’t learn how to swim. 
              
 
h- Your car didn’t start and it is raining. 
              
 
i- You had a terrible nightmare. 
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To express WISH in the future 
 
Subject #1 + WISH + subject #2 + WOULD or COULD + simple verb + complement 

* I wish I would have time to visit my mother next vacation. 
* She wishes she wouldn’t need to buy a new TV set. 

* I wish I would stop smoking. 
 

Complete the following sentences as if you wished: 
 

* They will tear down the building. 
   I wish they wouldn’t tear down the building. 
   I wish I  could stop them. 
 
a- You won’t get a raise in your salary this year. 
              
 
b- You will have to study all night. 
              
 
c- Your son will be alone in Spain. 
              
 
d- Your mother won’t visit you for Christmas. 
              
 
e- You won’t eat in a restaurant. 
              
 
f- You will stay all night with the noisy parrot. 
              
 
g- Your car will be junked. 
              
 
h- Your dog won’t compete tomorrow. 
              
 
i- You won’t have time to visit Disney World during your business trip. 
              
 
j- You will need a blood test for the new job. 
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PEGGY 

 
It was a hot summer day and all the kids had finished school and were 
ready to enjoy their vacation.  Peggy was in her room playing with a doll 
her cousin had given her. Her cousin was a nice little girl who lived in a big 
house and had everything she wanted. Peggy wished her parents had had 
money to take her to the sea but they were hard working people and 
couldn’t spend their money traveling.  Peggy wished she had gone on the 
school field trip but she had had to stay to help her mother with her small 
fast food stand, so she couldn’t go.  Peggy really loves to see the sea on 
TV. She said someday she wishes she would have the money to go to the 
sea and play in the sand and lay on the beach and get a sun tan. 

 
One day Peggy was talking to her Aunt Liana and she told her that if she found a thousand 
dollars she would buy tickets and fly to the Bahamas. Aunt Liana, who is a lovely woman and 
who loves Peggy like her own daughter, thought it would be a good idea to make Peggy’s 
wishes come true. So she went to a travel agency and bought tickets for Peggy and her parents.  
Peggy was the first to know about what Aunt Liana had done and she was so excited she 
couldn’t say a word. Then she promised Aunt Liana she would bring her something from the 
trip.  When Peggy was enjoying the beach, the trees, the ocean, the sun and every single thing 
about her trip she remembered she had promised to bring her Aunt something from the trip.  
As she didn’t have any money she started collecting some beautiful shells. She thought Aunt 
Liana would be really happy with them. 
 
Write Peggy’s wishes. 
             
             
             
              
             
              
What did Aunt Liana do for Peggy? 
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UNIT 27 

 
REPORTED SPEECH 

 
Reported speech is when a statement said is repeated by someone else. 

 
In the present: 

 
John: “I want to live in England.” 
Reported Speech: John said (that) he wanted to live in England. 
 
Eddie: “I have a lot of friends.” 
Reported speech: Eddie said (that) he had a lot of friends. 
 

Write the reported speech for the following statements: 
 
a- Alex: “People aren’t working hard in this company.” 
Reported speech:            
 
b- Stella: “My husband loves me.” 
Reported speech:            
 
c- Rosy: “I know how to play the guitar well.” 
Reported speech:            
 
d- Lucy: “I don’t like fast food.” 
Reported speech:            
 
e- The football players: “We are the best.” 
Reported speech:            
 
f- Fittipaldi: “I have a flat tire.” 
Reported speech:            
 
g- My daughter: “It’s not a nice day to play tennis.” 
Reported speech:            
 
h- Raul: “I don’t want to go on a diet.” 
Reported speech:            
 
i- Jim: “I’m using all the paper to clean the table.” 
Reported speech:            
 
j- My little son: “Dad I’m scared.” 
Reported speech:            
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In the past: 

 
* Ray: “I had a great time at the beach yesterday.” 
Reported speech: Ray said (that) he had had a great time at the beach yesterday. 
 
* Carol and Henry: “We didn’t stay for the final event.” 
Reported speech: Carol and Henry said (that) they hadn’t stayed for the final event 

OR 
They said (that) they hadn’t stayed for the final event. 

 
 
Write the reported speech for the following statements: 

 
a- Jane: “I didn’t eat lunch today.” 
Reported speech:            
 
b- The lawyer: “The judge sentenced him to 10 years in prison.” 
Reported speech:            
 
c- My Uncle: “I rode a nice horse on the farm.” 
Reported speech:            
 
d- The witness: “I was at the scene that night.” 
Reported speech:            
 
e- Terry: “I didn’t send the e-mail because the computer was broken.” 
Reported speech:            
 
f- The little girl: “I drank all my juice.” 
Reported speech:            
 
g- Mary: “I finished the job last weekend.” 
Reported speech:            
 
h- Steve: “We designed the collection.” 
Reported speech:            
 
i- The Chief of Police: “Our city was the safest in the country.” 
Reported speech:            
 
j- Shawn: “I wasn’t interested in the new project.” 
Reported speech:            
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In the future: 

 
* Freddie: “I will study French next year.” 
Reported speech: Freddie said (that) he would study French next year 

OR 
    Freddie said (that) he was going to study French next year. 
 
* The President: “We will have peace in our country.” 
Reported speech: The President said (that) we would have peace in our country 

OR 
   The President said (that) we were going to have peace in our country. 
 
Write the reported speech for the following statements: 
 
a- The pilot: “The plane won’t land in Paris.” 
Reported speech:            
 
b- The Queen: “I will travel to the US next month.” 
Reported speech:            
 
c- Erika: “They won’t stay here long.” 
Reported speech:            
 
d- Our parents: “We won’t allow any animals on planes.” 
Reported speech:            
 
e- Terminator: “I’ll be back.” 
Reported speech:            
 
f- Tommy: “My father will retire next year.” 
Reported speech:            
 
g- The coach: “We will win this game.” 
Reported speech:            
 
h- The weather forecast: “It won’t rain in the next couple days.” 
Reported speech:            
 
i- Julie: “I will be the new manager.” 
Reported speech:            
 
j- The warehouse manager: “The workers will wear uniforms.” 
Reported speech:            
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Write the reported speech for the following sentences in the space given. (Use the 
subject in parenthesis): 
 
1) My cat is really big. (my brother)   
   
2) I didn’t eat dinner last night. (Terry)   
   
3) They saw the new tiger in the zoo. (The teacher)   
   
4) I play golf every day at noon. (Marilyn)   
   
5) She will swim in the Olympic Games. (Maritza)   
   
6) They went to the play last night. (Martha and Edwin)   
   
7) I don’t like tomatoes. (The driver)   
   
8) He will be in the meeting this afternoon. (Robert)   
   
9) I won’t use the computer tomorrow. (Andres)   
   
10) The car isn’t working right. (The mechanic)   
   
11) He’s going to buy a Christmas present. (My father)   
   
12) They had a BBQ last Saturday night. (Frank)   
   
13) He wrote that song. (Fernando)   
   
14) She doesn’t need the book. (Mary)   
   
15) I won’t open the store tomorrow. (Cathy)   
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UNIT 28 

 
PHRASAL VERBS 

 
To put on: to place on oneself (usually said of clothes). 
* She’s putting on her new coat. 
* Put your hat on before you leave. 
 
To get in/to get on: to enter or board a vehicle. 
To get in is used for cars. 
To get on is used for all other forms of transportation. 
* They’re getting in the blue car. 
* You have to get on the bus to go to school. 
 
To get out of/to get off: to leave or to descend from a vehicle. 
To get out of is used for cars. 
To get off is used for all other forms of transportation. 
* It’s too hot. We have to stop and get out of the car. 
* I felt the cold weather after I got off the plane. 
 
To call up/to give someone a call: to telephone. 
* You need to call up Mrs. Jones to invite her to the party. 
* I’ll give you a call when I get home. 
 
To take off: to remove (usually said of clothes). 
* They’re taking their shoes off to play on the sand. 
* She’s taking off her blouse. 
 
Right away: immediately. 
* Tell your mother I need to talk to her right away. 
 
To pick up: to lift from the floor, table. 
* She’s picking up the newspaper for her father. 
* Please pick up your clothes. 
 
Sooner or later: after a period of time. 
* If you practice tennis seriously, sooner or later you’ll become a good player. 
 
To get up: to arise, to rise from a bed. 
* We have to get up at five o’clock in the morning. 
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Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below. 
 
1. They arise at seven o’clock every day, because they have to open the store at eight. 
 a. � turn off. 
 b. � get up. 
 c. � take off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. He telephoned his brother to tell him about the class.  They decided to walk together to 
 school. 
 a. � took off. 
 b. � turned off. 
 c. � called up. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
3. It’s 5:00 p.m. now, and this package must be mailed today. Can you take it to the post 

office immediately? 
 a. � sooner or later. 
 b. � at first. 
 c. � right away. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. The doctor said “Remove your shirt and sit down, please.” 
 a. � take off. 
 b. � get off. 
 c. � turn off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. We boarded the train at the Broadway station. 
 a. � got on. 
 b. � got off. 
 c. � picked up. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. Tom placed his hat on his head because is really cold. 
 a. � get on. 
 b. � put on. 
 c. � picked up. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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PHRASAL VERBS 

 
To dress up: to wear formal clothes. 
* You should dress up for the meeting. It’s in a very elegant hotel. 
 
At last: finally. 
* It was a hard day. At last I can go to bed. 
 
As usual: as is typical. 
* Angela was late too class everyday last week as usual. 
 
To find out: get information about something. 
* I need to find out what time the bus arrives from New Jersey. 
 
To look at: to watch. 
* Look at that girl. She’s trying to ride a bike, but she can’t. 
 
To look for: to try to find. 
* She was looking for you. 
 
All right: okay, fine. 
* He said it would be all right to wait in his office until he returned. 
 
All along: all the time. 
* I knew all along about your plan to leave the city, but I didn’t want to say anything. 
 
Little by little: gradually. 
* Her English is improving little by little. 
 
To tire out/to wear out: to make very weary due to difficult conditions or hard effort. 
* The cold weather tired out the swimmers in the competition. 
 
To call on: to ask for a response from. 
Jenny didn’t know the answer when I called on her. 
 
Never mind: don’t be concerned about it. 
* When she came late to class I said “never mind, nobody is here yet.” 
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Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below. 
 
1. Susan is trying to find the gold ring that she lost yesterday. 
 
 a. � finding out. 
 b. � looking at. 
 c. � looking for. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. As typical, the concert is going to start late tonight. 
 
 a. � All along. 
 b. � At last. 
 c. � As usual. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
3. We need to determine where her family is? 
 
 a. � to find out. 
 b. � to pick up. 
 c. � to call on. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. I am very weary after all that rushing in the mall. 
 
 a. � turned off. 
 b. � tired out. 
 c. � never mind. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. Stella knew they weren’t telling the truth since the beginning. 
 
 a. � all right. 
 b. � little by little. 
 c. � all along. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. Finally we could finish the homework.  It took us five days to finish it. 
 
 a. � Sooner or later 
 b. � At first 
 c. � At last 
 d. � None of the above. 
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PHRASAL VERBS 

 
To pick out: to choose. 
* If you want me to buy you a pencil, you have to pick one out of that box. 

 
To take one’s time: to do without rush, not hurry. 
* Take your time and do the best you can on the test. 

 
To talk over: to discuss. 
* We talked over our plans for next weekend and we agreed. 

 
To lie down: to place oneself on flat position. 
* I’m really tired, I’m going to lie down on the coach for a few minutes. 

 
To get along with: to work well with. 
* That man gets along with everyone in the office. He’s an easy going person. 

 
To make a difference: to be of importance (to). 
* Does it make any difference to you where we go for dinner? 

 
To take out: to remove, to extract. 
* Take out the garbage early tomorrow morning. The garbage truck comes around 7:00 AM. 

 
On purpose: for a reason, deliberately. 
* Little Charlie didn’t break the window by accident, he did it on purpose. 
 
All (day, week, month, year) long: the entire day, week. 
* I’m going to work in this project all month long. 
 
To take a seat: to be seated, to sit down. 
* Everyone has to take a seat so we can start with the class. 
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Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below. 
 

1. We should remove all these books from the shelf and set up the computer here. 
 
 a. � take off. 
 b. � pick out. 
 c. � talk over. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. If you don’t hurry in completing your homework, you’ll do a better job. 
 
 a. � get off. 
 b. � take off. 
 c. � take your time. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
3. How are your relations with the new friends? 
 
 a. � you getting along. 
 b. � you picking out. 
 c. � you lying down. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. Caroline said she didn’t missed the meeting deliberately. 
 
 a. � on purpose. 
 b. � all day long. 
 c. � making a difference. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. I want to choose a beautiful present for my wife’s birthday. 
 
 a. � take out. 
 b. � pick out. 
 c. � pick up. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. We’re going to spend the entire day at the beach. 
 
 a. � on purpose. 
 b. � by ourselves. 
 c. � all day long. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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PHRASAL VERBS 

 
To take part in: to be involved in. 
* Natalie was sick and couldn’t take part in the meeting last night. 

 
To look up: to locate information in a dictionary, in the phone book. 
* We should look up the new word in the dictionary. 

 
To wait on: to serve in a store or restaurant. 
* A really nice young man waited on me at the coffee shop down the road. 
 
So far: until now. 
* So far, I’ve understood everything the teacher has explained. 

 
To take a trip: to travel. 
* Last summer my family and I took a long trip to the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

 
To try on: to check if the clothes fit. 
* Why don’t you try this shirt on? It should look good on you. 

 
To think over: to consider before deciding. 
* They said they were going to think over our offer. 

 
To take place: to happen in a place. 
* I thought that the class was taking place in room number 540. 

 
To put away: to remove from sight. 
* Everyone has to put away their papers before starting the test. 

 
Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below. 

 
1. We must locate her number in the telephone book. 
 a. � think over. 
 b. � wait on. 
 c. � look up. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. I want to journey to Italy next summer. 
 a. � take a walk. 
 b. � take a trip. 
 c. � take a rest. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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3. It took a while for the store clerk to serve us. 
 a. � at all. 
 b. � to call on. 
 c. � to wait on. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. I have to remove all my dirty clothes before my friends get here. 
 a. � to put away. 
 b. � to try on. 
 c. � to take off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. Until now, I have understood everything the teacher explained. 
 a. � turn on. 
 b. � so far. 
 c. � as far. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. I want to check If this jacket fit me. 
 a. � to try on. 
 b. � to put away. 
 c. � to take. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
7. The meeting is going to happen in the Auditorium. 
 a. � to wait on. 
 b. � to call up. 
 c. � to take place. 
 d. � none of the above. 

 
PHRASAL VERBS 

 
No longer: not any more. 
* Natalie no longer works for this company. She resigned last week. 
 
On time: punctual. 
* Jenny is always on time to her English class. 
 
To pull over: drive to the side of the road. 
* When Jerry ran a red light, the police pulled him over and gave him a ticket. 
 
To sleep on it: take time to think about something. 
* Do you want to go to the river on Saturday? 
 Let me sleep on it. I’ll let you know my answer early tomorrow. 
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To fill out: to complete. 
* I have to fill out a lot of forms for my new job. 
 
To cut off: to interrupt, to separate. 
* The electrician has to cut off the energy to fix the alarm. 
 
To give a dirty look: to look at with dislike or anger. 
* My wife gave a dirty look to the girl who was looking at me. 
 
Enough is enough: sufficient. 
* Enough is enough, I’m going to fire this lazy employee. 
 
To count on: to trust. 
* The company is counting on me, so I have to do my best. 
 
Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below: 

 
1. I want to take my time and think about it. I’ll give you the final answer next week. 
 a. � to pull over. 
 b. � to fill out. 
 c. � to sleep on it. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. Susan has to complete this application before she starts working. 
 a. � to take. 
 b. � to fill out. 
 c. � no longer. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
 
 
3. My kids don’t go to that school any more. 
 a. � no longer. 
 b. � on time. 
 c. � cut off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. We know he’s going to finish the project on time. We really trust him. 
 a. � enough is enough. 
 b. � like. 
 c. � count on. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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5. Dory is always on schedule to her appointments. 
 a. � on the way. 
 b. � on time. 
 c. � get on. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. You should separate the two wires so you won’t have any accidents. 
 a. � get out. 
 b. � cut off. 
 c. � pull off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
7. He stopped to the right side and I got out of his car. 
 a. � waited. 
 b. � filled out. 
 c. � pulled over. 
 d. � none of the above. 

 
PHRASAL VERBS 

 
Make good money: earn good money. 
* She used to make good money in her last job. 
 
At once: immediately. 
* The teacher told us to finish at once. 
 
Never mind: it’s not a problem. 
* Oh, I forgot your English book. 
 Never mind, I don’t need it today. 
 
Make over: do something again. 
* Because of her mistake we have to make the project all over again. 
 
Make clear: clarify. 
* I think they didn’t understand you; you better make it clear for them before they leave. 
 
Once more: one more time. 
* I want to jump once more. 
 
So far: up to that point. 
* So far we have $200 in the bank account. 

 
Lose sight of: can’t see something or someone anymore. 
* I lost sight of her when she turned in that corner. 
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By mistake: not intentioned. 
By mistake I sent the letter to the wrong address. 

  
About to: ready to. 
I was just about to leave when you called. 

 
Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below: 
 

1. Just let me touch the new puppy one more time and I’ll be satisfied. 
 a. � so far. 
 b. � at once. 
 c. � once more. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. Lucy is not earning much in her new job. 
 a. � making good money. 
 b. � catching on. 
 c. � making clear. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
3. I can’t see my Dad I think he already went into the train. 
 a. � lost sight of. 
 b. � never mind. 
 c. � make over. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. We have to do the homework again; we used the wrong colors in the pictures. 
 a. � make clear. 
 b. � make over. 
 c. � cut it out. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. They haven’t understood anything until this point. 
 a. � make clear. 
 b. � not at all. 
 c. � so far. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. You have to leave now. 
 a. � cut it out. 
 b. � so far. 
 c. � at once. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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7. I sent the birthday present to the wrong address. It was not my intention. 
 a. � never mind. 
 b. � by mistake. 
 c. � once more. 
 d. � none of the above. 

 
PHRASAL VERBS 

 
To cheer up: make oneself or another feel happy. 
* Why don’t you call your mother?  
   That might cheer her up. 
 
To catch up with: come even with. 
* Go ahead, I’ll catch up with you guys later. 

 
To call off: cancel. 
* The committee called off the event because of the violence. 

 
To point out: show, make clear. 
* She was pointing out at you. Does she know you? 

 
To put on: wear, gain weight. 
* I want to put on the new dress. 
* He put on 10 pounds in one week. 

 
Once in a while: occasionally. 
* My cousin visits me once in a while. 

 
On the other hand: from another point of view. 
* We can stop now and finish tomorrow; on the other hand if we finish today we can have 
the entire weekend to relax. 

 
Choose the correct phrasal verb to substitute for the underlined word or words in each 
sentence below: 
 

1.The Mayor canceled the meeting with the community leaders. 
 a. � called off. 
 b. � called on. 
 c. � put off. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. Occasionally we drink dry white wine. 
 a. � once in a while. 
 b. � never. 
 c. � on the other hand. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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3. We should talk to Johanna. That might make her happier. 
 a. � point her out. 
 b. � cheer her up. 
 c. � help her out. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. Your idea about using a computer is pretty good, but we could try the typewriter first. 
 a. � catch on. 
 b. � on time. 
 c. � on the other hand. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. The guide will show you the new amusement park along the way. 
 a. � point out. 
 b. � call out. 
 c. � catch up with. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
6. Natalie wants to wear her blue shirt for the party. 
 a. � take off. 
 b. � put on. 
 c. � put off. 
 d. � none of the above. 

 
IDIOMS 

 
To get down to business: discuss what is most important. 
I think we should get down to business, so we can close the deal today. 

 
To miss the boat: miss an opportunity. 
If we don’t hurry and buy that car, we’re going to miss the boat. 

 
A shower: a party for a bride or future mother. 
My mother is going to Shane’s baby shower today. 

 
To give out: tell, distribute. 
The Army is giving out all necessary information to sign up for the military service next 
period. 

 
To be on the right track: be proceeding correctly. 
I think the detectives are on the right track. They will solve that crime soon. 

 
To add fuel to the fire: make a bad situation worse. 
I don’t think his mother in law should get into their lives. She’s just adding fuel to the fire. 
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To run the show: be in charge. 
My brother’s running the show in this company. 

 
Cut it out: do not talk about that anymore. 
* Oh, cut it out. I don’t want to hear that excuse anymore. 
 
Catch on: understand. 
* You’re late to class, but I know you’ll catch on with us. 

 
Choose the correct idiomatic expression to substitute for the underlined word or words 
in each sentence below. 
 

1. Carol my sister is getting married and we’re going to have a bride’s party, would you 
come? 
 a. � birthday. 
 b. � by mistake. 
 c. � shower. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
2. We can’t waste any more time. Let’s talk about what is important. 
 a. � get down to business. 
 b. � cut it out. 
 c. � once more. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
3. I need to talk to the person in charge here. 
 a. � running the show. 
 b. � adding fuel to the fire. 
 c. � working. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
4. The government distributed many presents for poor kids last December. 
 a. � gave out. 
 b. � shower. 
 c. � about to. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
5. That man is just getting things worse by fighting in front of the police. 
 a. � by mistake. 
 b. � adding fuel to the fire. 
 c. � running things. 
 d. � none of the above. 
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6. She will miss the opportunity if she doesn’t travel on the first plane to Europe. 
 a. � give out. 
 b. � travel by boat. 
 c. � miss the boat. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
7. Please ask her to stop talking about that. 
 a. � about to. 
 b. � by mistake. 
 c. � cut it out. 
 d. � none of the above. 
 
 

NAME OF THE 
TENSE 

EXAMPLE MEANING FORM KEY TIME 
EXPRESSIONS 

Simple Present I work at TBE *recurring action 
*general fact or 
truth 

S + V + 
complement 

every x(day) 
usually 
sometimes 

Present 
Progressive or 
Continuous 

I’m eating pizza * action taking 
place at the time 
speaking. 
* future 

S + be + present 
participle 

now 
currently 
at this time 

Present Perfect I’ve learned my 
lesson 

* began in the past 
and continuous into 
the present 

S + have (has)+ 
past participle 

for 
since 
yet 
already 

Simple Past * I played with 
my brother 
yesterday 

* complete action 
in the past 

S + V(past) + 
complement 

last x(night) 
yesterday 

Past Progressive 
or Continuous 

* I was sleeping 
when the phone 
rang 
* While we were 
watching TV, he 
was eating 

* a continuous 
action in the past 
along with a 
completed action 
* 2 or more 
continuous actions 
in the past 

S + be(past) + 
present 
participle + 
complement 

while 
when 

Past Perfect She had torn her 
bag before john 
tried to help 

“past of the past” 
action before the 
story being told 

S + had + past 
participle 

before 
after 
until 
then 

Future Perfect When we see him 
again, he’ll have 
learned how to 
talk 

predicting 
cumulative actions 
in the future 

S + will + have 
+ past participle 
+ complement 

by  
when 
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Simple Future * I’ll play 
basketball 
tomorrow 
* I’m going to 
have dinner with 
my family 
* the president is 
arriving at noon 
* the president 
arrives tomorrow 

*future with plans 
 
 
* future with 
intentions 
 
* near future 

S + will + 
v(base form) 

tomorrow 
next x(week) 
soon 

Future 
Progressive or 
Continuous 

I can’t help you 
move, I’ll be 
taking my son to 
school 

future action 
predicted to 
continue over a 
period of time 

S + will + be + 
present 
participle 

soon 
tomorrow 
after 
in an hour 

 
PARTS OF SPEECH 

 
1- SUBJECT: Names the person or thing about which something is said.. 
2- NOUN: A word used to name a person, place or thing. 
3- PRONOUN: A word used in place of a noun. 
4- ADJECTIVE: A word that modifies a noun or pronoun. 
5- VERB: Tells of an action or state of being. 
6- ADVERB: Words that modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. 
7- CONJUNCTION: A word that connects words or group of words. 
8- INTERJECTION: A word or group of words to express strong feeling. 

 
 

AUXILIARY USES PRESENT/FUTURE PAST 
May * polite request 

* permission 
* less than 50% 
certain 

* May I go to the 
bathroom? 
* you may leave the 
room 
* He may be home 

 
 
He may have been 
home 

Might * less than 50% 
certain 
* polite request 

* He might be home 
 

 

Should 
Ought to 

* advice-suggestions 
advisability 
* 90% certain 

*I should/ought to 
study tonight 
*He should/ought to 
do well on the exam 

*I should have 
studied last night 
*He should have 
done well on the 
exam 

Had better Advice with threat 
of bad results 

You’d better be on 
time or we’ll leave 
without you 

 

Be supposed to expectation She’s supposed to 
arrive at 5pm 

She was supposed to 
arrive at 5pm 
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Be to Strong expectation You are to be here at 
9 o’clock 

You were to be here 
at 9 o’clock 

must *Strong necessity 
*prohibition 
(-neg) 
*95% certain 

*I must go to the 
doctor 
*you must not open 
this door 

I had to go to the 
doctor 
She must have been 
sick 

Have to *Necessity 
* lack of necessity 

*I have to go now 
*I don’t have to go 

*I had to go 
*I didn’t have to go 

Have got to  necessity I have got to go to 
class 

I had to go to class 

will *100% certain 
* willingness 
* polite request 

*We’ll be here at 6pm 
* I’ll get it 

 

Be going to *100% certain 
*definite plans 

*He’s going to be 
here at 6pm 
* I’m going to paint 
my house this 
weekend 

I was going to paint 
my house this 
weekend 

Can *Ability 
Possibility 
* informal 
permission 
* informal request 
* possibility 
 

*I can run fast 
* you can use my car 
this weekend 
* can I use your car? 
* that can be true 

I could run fast 
when I was a kid 

Could *Past ability 
*Polite request 
*Impossibility 
*suggestion 
* less than 50% 
certain 

*Could I borrow your 
pen? 
* that couldn’t be true 
* you could have 
talked to your teacher 
*he could be smoking 

* I could run fast 
 
 
 
*he could have been 
smoking 

Be able to ability *I’m able to help you 
* I’ll be able to help 
you 
 

I was able to help 
you 

would * Polite request 
* Preference 
* Repeated action in 
the past 

* Would you please 
pass the salt? 
* I’d rather go to the 
park 

* I would have 
rather gone to the 
park than stay here 
 

Used to Repeated action in 
the past 

 I used to play spin 
the bottle with Ana 
Maria 

Shall * Polite question to 
make a suggestion 
* future with I or 
We 

*Shall we go out to 
eat? 
* I shall arrive at 9 
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